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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A revival of interest in moral development and education began 
with Kohlberg•s doctoral dissertation at the University of Chicago in 
the early fifties. Since then, a comprehe~sive theory proposing a 
hierarchical organization of developmental stages of moral reasoning 
has evolved. Conditions necessary for advancement in moral reasoning 
have been identified and include a given level of cognitive develop-
ment (Keasey, 1975), a given level of social perspective-taking (Sel-
man, 1975), and cognitive conflict and exposure to reasoning a stage 
above one•s own stage of reasoning (Blatt and Kohlberg, 1975; Sullivan 
and Beck, 1975; Selman and Lieberman, 1974). In some cases, merely 
participating in moral discussions was not sufficient to produce change. 
Instead, subjects had to be actively involved in decision-making proc-
esses, and in activities that allowed them to make applications to real 
life situations and that gave them varied role-taking opportunities, 
before change in level of moral development occurred. (Mosher, 1975; 
Kohlberg, Kauffman, Scharf, and Hickey, 1975). 
Researchers have developed and published moral development curric-
ulums. Teachers have been taught to be effective moral educators. Still 
relatively unexplored is the education of parents as moral educators. 
Grimes (1974) was successful in helping 11 year old children move from 
Stage 2 to Stage 3 of Kohlberg•s hierarchy through moral discussions 
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that included their mothers. The present study attempted to teach 
parents to be moral educators, but the program involved more than 
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parents conducting moral discussions with their children. In some cases, 
this was insufficient in producing change in the absence of active par-
ticipation in decision-making and in the absence of various role-tak-
ing experiences. Effectiveness of the parent education program was 
assessed by measuring the developmental change in their children over 
a seven month period. The subjects were on a primary level (ages 5 
to 8) in school. Significant results in working with the parents of 
young children would lend support to the idea that moral education 
curriculums could be effectively introduced earlier than junior and 
senior high school level, where the primary focus on moral education 
now lies. Also, if parents can be taught to be effective moral educa-
tors, the conditions for development will become a part of the child's 
daily life, rather than being limited to a once or twice weekly dis-
cussion for the duration of the school year. 
Researchers have felt that there may be an effective as well as 
a cognitive component to moral development (Simpson, 1976; Sel~an, 
1976; Gilligan, 1976). For this reason, self-concept in relation to 
level of moral development will be considered. 
Specifically, children's self-concept, irrespective of any ex-
perimental manipulation will be examined in relation to level of moral 
development, to determine if children with better self-concepts develop 
moral reasoning to a higher level at a given age. Alsc, after conduct-
ing the parent education groups, the experimental and control groups 
of children will be compared to determine if significant increases 
occurred in: (a) level of moral reasoning; and (b) self-concept as a 
result of the experimental manipulation. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In this chapter, a review of the literature pertaining to Kohl-
berg's original research and resulting model, and to related research 
is presented. The conditions necessary for encouraging moral develop-
ment and the supporting research is reviewed. Also, educational im-
plications and programs developed from Kohlberg's model is presented. 
Before introducing current research, a historical perspective on moral 
development theory in the field of education is established and Kohl-
berg's theory is more fully explained. 
Presentation of Kohlberg's Model of Moral Development 
At times during the history of Ame~ican education, moral educa-
tion has been emphasized to varying degrees. In the early 1900's, 
a common form of moral· instruction in schools involved the "bag-of-
virtues" method in which honesty, service, and self-control were stressed. 
Little empirical research existed to support theorizing about moral 
development. Two exceptions were the classical studies in 1928, by 
Hartshorne and May, and in 1932 by Piaget. Hartshorne and May found 
that the virtues children were encouraged to practice were really just 
labels for assigning praise and blame. One's behavior was considered 
to be a matter of situational forces and rewards. If a person cheated 
in one situation, he wouldn't necessarily cheat in another. Thus, it 
was not a character trait of dishonesty that made one cheat. 
4 
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Piaget focused on cognitive rather than emotional aspects of moral 
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development. He found that younger children in the heteronomous stage 
were unable to recognize intentions of the actor but rather focused 
on the consequences of the act. Children in the heteronomous stage 
suggested that the degree of blame was proportional to the degree of 
damage. This is understandable in terms of the child's overall cog-
nitive development at this point, which prevents him from taking 
another person's point of view, thus being unable to recognize inten-
tion. Also, he is unable to decenter and consider two aspects of the 
situation at once (intention and consequences). Older children, at the 
autonomous stage, could recognize intention and consider consequences 
of an action concurrently. They rejected the idea that punishment must 
be severe in order to be effective. 
Until the 1950's, there was a relative hiatus in this area. Kohl-
berg began the revival with his doctoral thesis at the University of 
Chicago, which resulted in the major cognitive theory on moral develop-
ment in the field of education. Kohlberg's theory was an outgrowth 
and further development of Piaget•s theory. Aspects of Pic§et's theory 
incorporated into Kohlberg•s included the concept of invariant develop-
mental sequence of stages, irreversibility of the process of develop-
ment, and the concept of a socially based nature of morality. Both 
Piaget and Kohlberg reject the notion that the role of the educator is 
to transmit values to the child. Cognitive conflict is essential for 
development to occur. Interaction with the er.vironment, and particu-
larly the peer group, is essential. 
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Kavanagh (1977) found interaction with peers to be essential. 
In a study with experimental conditions involving peer group discussions 
with no adult involvement and adult-guided peer group discussions, the 
group without the adult leader showed significantly greater gains in 
level of reasoning. Change, according to Piaget, occurs as the result 
of maturation, interaction with the social environment and physical 
environment, and especially through self-regulation. Self-regulation 
means students should be allowed a maximum of activity of their own 
so that they develop real understanding rather than having a structure 
imposed on them by others. 
Kohlberg proposes a three-level theory that is ultimately an 
interpersonal theory dealing with a person•s rights and responsibilities. 
Each of these three levels is divided into two stages, resulting in a 
scheme of six developmental stages. Kohlberg assesses developmental 
level by presenting open-ended dilemmas to which the person offers 
a solution to the problem presented, and more importantly, his reasons 
for choosing that particular action. It is not the choice of action, 
but rather the rationale for acting that determines a perso~·s level 
of moral development. 
A very important condition for moral development, according to 
Kohlberg, is the ability to take the perspective of another person. 
Selman {1975) presents a structural-developmental model for an ordered 
sequence of social perspective-taking levels, each of which describes 
a form of reasoning concerning the relation of the self•s perspective 
on social situations to the perspective of others in the environment. 
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Like Kohlberg, Selman uses open-ended dilemmas and presents questions 
concerning the person's concept of inter-personal relationships. In-
dividual responses then are used to exemplify the person's level of 
perspective-taking. Selman presents five levels of social perspective-
taking, and says that a given level is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for development to a correlated level of moral development. 
Hickey (1972} found that delinquents have a level of social perspec-
tive-taking equivalent to non-delinquent peers, but that their level 
of moral development is at significantly lower stages. Wright (1978) 
also found students identified by teachers as delinquent and non-
delinquent to differ significantly on level of moral reasoning. This 
is understandable if moral reasoning is a reflection of how people 
should think and act toward each other, and social perspective con-
siders how and why people do, in reality, think and act toward each 
other. The delinquent subjects had a relatively mature conception 
of the way the social world operated, but an immature conception of 
what it should be like, what was in fact morally right. The follow-
ing presents a comparative summary of Kohlberg's stages of moral devel-
opment and Selman's stages of social perspective-taking. (See Appen-
dix F for a tabular presentation). 
Kohlberg's Stage 0, the premoral stage, recognizes that judg-
ments of right and wrong are based on gGod and bad consequences, and 
not on an individual's intentions. Choices about a course of action 
to follow are based on the subject's wishes that good things happen 
to himself. The child will simply state his choice without attempting 
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to justify or provide reasons. 
At Stage 1, the punishment and obedience orientation, the child 
has no appreciation of the va1ue of rules, but simply responds to a 
more powerful authority. The child focuses on one perspective, that 
of authority. Right action is defined in terms of the consequences 
of an act, and not in tenns of the actor•s intentions. Morality is 
equated with obedience and the child•s conception is that anyone who is 
punished is bad because disobedience is inevitably followed by punish-
ment. The accomplishment of this stage is that an individual •s behavior 
comes under the contra 1 of society. \) 
At Stage 2, the instrumental-relativist orientation, the child 
recognizes that he has wishes and desires which may differ from others. 
Right action in this stage is that which is instrumental to a person•s 
own best interests and which satisfies his desires. Beginning social 
cooperation occurs and is seen as a means to ensure one•s own wishes 
in order to get his own demands met. Thus, a beginning awareness of 
purpose of rules is achieved. 
At Stage 3, the interpersonal-concordance orientation, ·emphasis 
is placed on establishing and maintaining positive and enduring re-
lationships. Actions are good if they are based on prosocial motives. 
Being moral implies concern for someone else•s approval, and it requires 
an awareness that they are evaluating you, as well as you are evaluating 
them. Reliance on a stereotype of a good person is the basis of con-
formity. Social cooperation is extended past the 11 0ne-shot-deals 11 of 
the instrumental-relativist period to more permanent relationships, 
but is limited to a few relationships with family or friends. 
While at Stage 3 of Kohlberg's hierarchy, the individual was 
concerned with maintaining order in interpersonal relationships with 
family and friends, at Stage 4, the law and order orientation, the 
rules are extended to strangers or society at large. Instead of the 
interpersonal reciprocity of Stage 3, a transpersonal reciprocity 
emerges which allows people to live together in a society with shared 
expectations based on law. That is, all people can be expected to 
pay taxes, obey traffic laws, register firearms, etc. Order is main-
tained through laws which are enforced impersonally. No personal con-
siderations can supersede the law. Respect for authority is part of 
one's responsibility to society. The major accomplishment of this 
stage is a society-wide system of cooperation. 
Where Stage 4 deals with establishing societal relations and 
emphasizes authori~y. Stage 5, the social contract-legalistic orienta-
tion, adds equalization of products 1nd tries to minimize arbitrary 
inequalities. The idea of a hypotheti~al rational person is used to 
devise rules that would satisfy this person and benefit the~ost 
people. Laws are no longer considered to be absolutes, but rather are 
arrived at by a consensus of people and are subject to change if the 
majority agrees. 
At Stage 6, the universal ethical-principle orientation, the 
individual is concerned with more than the process for changing laws. 
Rather, he is concerned with the principles by which the system should 
be judged. These principles are abstract and are arrived et through 
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the use of reason. Where at Stage 5, the emphasis was on collective 
will, Stage 6 recognizes that just because the majority agrees to some-
thing, does not mean that it is right. Evaluation of one's actions 
is made on the basis of adherence to individual principles, rather 
than the majority will. 
Each of the following levels of social perspective-taking proposed 
by Selman are necessary but not sufficient conditions for advancement 
to each of Kohlberg's parallel stages. At Level 0 of Selman's hier-
archy, subjects are highly egocentric and unable to differentiate an-
other's perspective from their own, although they do have a sense of 
differentiation between self and others. The individual •s percep~ion 
at this stage is that everyone sees things as he does, and feels the 
same in a given situation. 
At Level 1, the child begins to realize that his own perspective 
is not unique and that others can view the same situation differently. 
He is aware of other's thoughts and feelings. However, he cannot 
maintain his own perspective and recognize another's concurrently. 
For example, if a boy breaks a lot of dishes by accident, tne child 
at Level 1 may recognize that the mother is angry or that the boy did 
not intend to do it, but not both at once. 
At Level 2, the individual who had previously recognized that 
others have a different perspective from his own, now realizes that 
others are aware of him as a unique person, and no person's perspective 
is viewed as absolutely right or valid. A reciprocity of perspective 
occurs in that the person is aware that others are observing and evalu-
at1ng him as well as he is observing and evaluating them. By putting 
himself 1n another's place, the individual has a way of judging his 
intentions, purposes, and actions. 
At Level 3, each person is simultaneously aware of his own and 
other 1 S abilities and perceptions, and he begins to see interpersonal 
relations in terms of abstract mutuality. He is aware that others 
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are attuned to his feelings and perceptions at the same time he is aware 
of their feelings and perceptions. 
At Level 4, the person begins to realize that mutual perspective-
taking does not always lead to complete understanding. Social conven-
tions are seen as necessary because they are understood by ali members 
of the group. Another 1 S perspective includes both a view of self and 
a complex psychological system of beliefs, values and attitudes. Re-
lationships can be understood at different levels and one person can 
be viewed in many roles - friend, acquaintance, son, etc. 
At Level 5, perspective-taking focuses on the interaction between 
subjects rather than on individual subjects. It becomes evident that 
interactions can mean different things to different people. Interac-
tions can have multiple meanings, some of which may not be consc1ous1y· 
apparent to either party in the interaction. 
Developmental Characteristics and Conditions Necessary for Moral 
Development 
Kohlberg proposes a six-stage model of moral development~ with 
each stage reflecting a cognitively more mature level of reasoning 
about issues of a moral nature. Kohlberg considers several conditions 
~!. r, 
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as necessary in order for development in this area to occur. Also, 
his model represents a developmen~l1 ~ierarchy with distinctly different 
levels of reasoning. The followi"ng. ct~scussion articulates the concept 
of the developmental hierarchy and' t~e.r conditions necessary for develop-
ment to occur. 
Inherent in Kohlberg•s theory are several assumptions about the nature 
of moral development. First, stages are structured wholes or organized 
systems of thought, which means individuals are consistent in level 
of mora 1 reasoning. Kohl berg (1970) has 1,:found that a majority of an 
individual's thinking is at one stage \'lith the remainder falling a 
stage above or below the individoa1·'s major stage. 
Secondly, stages form an invariant sequence with development al-
ways occurring in an upward direction. Regres~ion, except in cases 
of extreme trauma; never occurs. Results from Kohlberg's twenty year 
i 
longitudinal study showed subj~ctl to be at the same stage or one stage 
higher en three year retests. Wefnreich CL~77), in replicating Kohl-
berg•s original study with a British population, found that as age 
·increases lower levels of reasoning dn::;a out and an increase in higher 
levels of reasoning is seen. As in Kol'\-lberg•s original study. a posi-
tive correlat~on between age and le~el of reasoning was seen. 
Finally, stages are hie-rarchically t.J\tegrated. That is,.~ person 
at a higher stage c~prehends but reje~t~ 1ower stage arguments as too 
i:m•.ature and tends to function at the h1'ghes t stage he comprehends. 
Rest (1969) found tnat individuals axposed to statements at P.acn of the 
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six stages understood statements at or ~e1ow their own level of develop-
ment, but failed to comprehend statements more thin one stage above 
their own. They ranked as best, the highest stage comprehended. 
Kohlberg considers several conditions as .1ece;;sary for development 
in the mora 1 realm to occur. Presenution of a .. gurnents a stage above 
a subject's own level is effective in creating c~t'lflict regarding one's 
own current moral structure, leading to dissatisfacticn with the current 
moral reasoni•1g level and promot·ing de.velopmen-:. Blatt and Kohlberg 
(1975) conducted weekly moral discussions on open-ended dilemmas with 
a group of students at various stages of moral development. Since the 
group was a heterogeneous mixture of stages, they served as models of 
higher stage reasoning for each other. Significant increases in level 
of moral reasoning occurred in comparison to a control group and were 
maintained on a one year follow-up. 
Su111Van and Beck (1975) attempted to raise the level of moral 
reasoning in a high school group cf Ca~ad1an students, using a variety 
of method!: ~nc~uding discussions of moral di1emmas in twice ·11eekly 
meetings for a ~ewester. A pretest, posttest and follow-up-t~st one 
year later were given. On posttest, no differences were found between 
erperimenta1 ~nd control groups. Howev~r. on fol~ow-up one year later, 
the experimen~a. sroup snow~d significant increases in StageS ~hink­
ing. T~1e results ~=~d suppo1·t to the cognitive v:ew that i'1teract 1·Jn 
with environmental factors in t~e school setting were needed :~ ~ct 
~s a catalyst for change, and additioral time for cognitive restruc-
turins to cc:ur was needed. 
Additionally, given levels of cognitive development ara required 
for moral development to occur past certain points. Keasey (19i5) 
found that a given level of cognitive development is a necessary but 
not sufficient condition for. moral development to occur. He st•Jdied 
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a group of 12 year olds in which formal operations were just e~et~ging 
and a group of 19 year olds in which formal operational thought ·~as 
fairly well established. Kease~ found that all principled moral think-
ers showed formal operational thought. However, not all showing formal 
operational thought demonstrated moral judgment at principled levels. 
In a comparison of 12 and 19 year olds who achieved comparable levels 
of formal operational thought,, the older group showed significantly 
higher levels of moral reasoning. It seems as if a time lag is to be 
expected before cognitive r~structuring affects reasoning in the moral 
rea 1m. In s tucyi ng a group of 7 and 9 year ol ds, Keasey found simi 1 ar 
results in that concrete operationai thought is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for idvancement to Stage 2 reasoning. 
A third condition, ~reviously aiscussed, is the ability to under-
stand another•s perspecth'e. Selrnan•s model was already presented. 
Mosher (1976) demonstrate(! the importance of this social parst:e·:tive-
taking element in moral ce'tel'opment. ~l'i ,l moral education progr-am 
conducted wi~h high school students, ,~ lsed discussions of ~~r31 
dilemmas preser.t~d fn filas. and in wr·:t:~n .:ase study form. ,.\:.~i­
t~onally, :re stucents were tauqht co;.r;r:iing ski11s ard serve! !'5 
leaders cf ~~ral aisc~ssioms with your:~~ ~hildren. Anoth~r program 
that ~loshe1· ~:)nducted imehed or.l<y ct·;:~ssions of dilemmas and fail?.d 
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to produce any developmental changes. However, this program resulted 
in significant developmental changes in moral reasoning. Mosher attri-
butes the success of the program to the activities the students par-
ticipated in, which allowed them to make applications to real-life 
situations and gave them varied role-taking opportunities. 
Although Kohlberg considers primarily the cognitive aspects of 
moral development, an important factor in optimizing moral development 
is considered by some to be the individual's state of affective develop-
ment. Simpson (1976) considers moral development to be a substantial 
aspect of ego development, and considers the achievement of an inte-
grated identity a necessary component in the attainment of principled 
autonomy. She considers Koh1berg's model to be closely related to affec-
tive models, such as Maslow's hierarchy of human needs, and proposes 
that individuals who remain motivated by unmet psychological needs 
may not be able to function at higher leveis of moral development, 
despite advanced cogn1:ive development. Kohlberg's report (1968) 
that children of low socioeconomic status'-)rogress more siowly through 
developmental stages than h1gher socioecoromic status children is ex-
~la!ned by Simpso~ as due to unmet psychol0qical needs. !n a s~udy 
;onducted by Simpson (1972), she found tha~ the needs for social esteem 
!nd belongingness were negatively associate~ with orincipled reasoning. 
and the need for self-esteem from a sense 0f competence was positive1y 
1ssociated wit~ principled reasoning. 
Selman's c1 inka1 ·.~ark ~tlith chi-~~4 en :e~cs hi;~ to conside1· J~fec­
tive esocentrism and ~~w self-esteem 35 iMPOrtant factors in de1!ying 
social-mor3l growth. From a psychoanalytic perspective, Gilligan 
(1976) ar~Jes that fear of shame or loss of face acts as a block to 
developmer.:. He views development along Kohlberg's hierarchy as 
progressinc from a: 
Nietzr.hean ·~.¥iil to power' shame ethic (Stage 1), 
ir. ~hich the goal is to be on the side with the 
most power- by conformity to power figures, to 
the guilt ethic (Stage 6), in which the motive 
is to avoid 'self-condemnation' from one's own 
conscience. 
Early in the developmental hierarchy, the motive for behavior is 
tc avoid sanctions pe~ceived as coming from others (shame). In suc-
ceeding stages, the motive increasingly becomes to avoid sanctions 
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perceived as coming from the self (guilt), and rule obedience or moral 
action represents successive ~egrees of internalization of moral sane-
tions. 
Benniga (1975\ e~a1uated the relaticnship between self-concept 
and moral judgment. He found no signif1~1nt relationship between 
glcba1 self-ccncept scores and overall l!vel of moral judgment. How-
ever, when se 1 f-concept was broken into faur factors of academic-school, 
f~n. self-asse~·-i;-'~n, and self-separatenes3. 3.nd moral judgment was 
broken into :h~ factors of moral realisll', •-,nanent justice, and recip-
rocal nun;shm~r.~. a11 three filctors Jf mon· i•Jd;:rnent conelated ;ig-
"ificantl; with ~t least one of the facto~s :f self-concept. 
Educatio~1l ~ool~cat~ons cf Koh~oern's Mode 
Tha: ~e:~ain ccnrliticns C3n pro~ote dev~lcoment of moral r!!~:n-
research ~'~=~~;s ~a~ resulted i~ the use 0c moral discussions o~ ~~~ 
elementary and secor.oar; levei, the establishment of alternative high 
schools with a par:;cip:ttory democracy, and the publishing of social 
studies and film strip turriculums to promote development of moral 
reasoning. The fc.·S rowing discussion presents related educationa 1 
applications of Kc'h-r~erg•s theory. 
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The results of r1any studies, in •tJhich change in level of moral 
development was inauced through moral t:levelopment curriculums, encour-
iged the dev~lcpment of larger scale programs. Wasserman (:976) re-
ports on an alternat~~e high school esta~lished as part of the public 
high school in Cambridg~. Massachusetts. The social studies and Enq-
lish curricula were integrated' with a program of moral discussion, in 
which all students participated as ~art of the core curricu1~m. The 
90vernance str•Jcture \'4as 'ias·ed on a participatory democracy ·,dth one 
vote oer person and equal weight given t~ staff and student vctes. 
~ajar ~ecis~ons were reached through consultation with the entire 
communi':y . .6.11 l!'embe""S 11articipated on ·l discipline committee on a 
rotating ~asis. Fosit~ve signs of the oro0ram's success were evident 
in an em~r-:ing sense of 'ommunity, high morale, an increased" capacity 
fer par:~:: :atir.q in and leading commun·H:y 'ileetings. Friendships were 
establ~:~~c 1mong· students of widely varyinq 1acKgrcunds and positive 
changes ·~ ~:ud~nts' behavior occurred. 
Social :; .. ~·!s CiJ"'"i'culum. t'lat oresenT.e.d cr~ra1 dilemmas within tr.e 
- • l 
text. -= ::Jnd it to be effective wh~r C!a:hers ~ec~ived trlininn f~ 
1 ead i nq dis::.:ssio~s. Gui1~nce A;soc~d:es ~as a series o~ soJnd-
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filmstrips that present moral dilemmas intended for use with young 
children. Selman and Lieberman (1974) used the filmstrips with second 
graders and found significant gains. Lay teachers with no training in 
cognitive-developmental theory stimulated as much growth as experienced 
teachers with tra irti ng in the cagn it he-deve 1 opmenta 1 approach. 
Group discussions of dilemmas have been shown to be effective in 
raising level of moral development. However, Kohlberg (1975) and 
Mosher (1975) have suggested that this technique may only be minimally 
effective if the justice level of the institution in which the program 
is operating is low. In addition to morai discussions and curriculums, 
a moral atmosphere is needed. 
The justice structure of an institution is represented by the 
perceived rules or principles for distribution of rewards, ounishment, 
responsibilities, and prfvileges. For example, prisons are generally 
perceived 3S Stage 1, where obedience to arbitrary commands of a power 
figure is required and punishment occurs for disobedience. Schools are 
typically at a Stage 4 1evel. 
A change in the justice structure of an institution wa! achieved 
in the New :ng'iand Prison Intervention Project conducted by Kohlber(~, 
Hickey, anc Scharf {1974). They found dilemma discussions ineffec--:·:o.: 
i~ changing moral reasoning. It was necessary to involve crisore~s 
the pract~~Jl aspects of structuring their own community throuq~ -~·­
ing and ::·,.::··sinCJ :--ules and solvinq probl,:?.ms experienced within ··~~ 
communit:. ·oo:r··Jugn group consu1 tat• or:. 
·rna: ·~vel of rno~·31 developm.:·1: can be affected by par":.ic~~::-:: :n 
I 
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in group discussions of a dilemma (Blatt and Kohlberg, 1975; Selman 
and Lieberman, 1974), establishment of a participatory democracy 
(Wasserman, 1976; Kohlberg, Hickey, and Scharf, 1974) and by induction 
of cognitive conflict (Sullivan and Beck, 1975) has been shown. The 
fact that few adults reach principled levels of moral reasoning despite 
the fact that many are formal operational thinkers suggests that some 
sort of moral education proqram could be beneficial in encouraging 
development to higher levels of moral reasoning. In the past, this 
occurred most frequently through moral education curriculums used 
directly with children and adolescents. 
The feasibility and practicality of implementing moral education 
curriculums as a regular part cf the academic program, on a large 
scale basis, are questionable. In a time when the economic situation 
is resulting in cut-backs on standard curriculum areas, acceptance of 
3 new curdculum area is questionable. Additionally, when schools are 
failing to provide adequate intellectual education, and limited aca-
demic achievement is a serious problem, schools may be shirkin~ their 
primary resoonsibility by assuming the additional one of mo~al educa-
tion. A more practical means for fostering moral development would 
be to work w~th groups of oa~ents to provide them with the inf1~a­
~ion and skills necessar; for fostering moral developmert i1 :~eir 
cwn children. 
Mast resea~~h with moral education curriculums has been done with 
late :nil~hocd ~nd early ado~escent subjec~s. An exception was Sel-
man and Li':'!berm2r's wo~·k (1974) in which they fc!Jnd si1r.~=icant aains 
in reasoning in second grade children using the Guidance Associates 
filmstrips. By working with children at younger ages, fixation at 
lower stages of moral development may not occur as l'eadily and in 
as many cases. 
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In the present investigation, beginning primary level students 
were utilized. However, I did not work directly with them, but rather 
I tried to induce change in moral development level by teaching 
parents the necessary skills for this. Grimes (1974) was successful 
in helping 11 year old children move from Kohlberg's Stage 2 to Stage 
3 through moral disc~ssions that included their mothers. However, more 
than simply moral discussions wi11 occur, as in some studies this 
was insufficient to induce change (Mosher, 1976; Kohlberg, Hickey, and 
Scharf, 1974). 
The rationale for usin~, young children is that little has been done 
to induce :hange ir. beginnir.~ primary level children. Significant 
resu1ts would offer support to the idea that moral education curriculums 
could be effectively introauced earlier than junior and sar.~or high 
school. Also, teachers ha~e c~en effectively trained to Induce develop-
mental change in moral ~easori~g. However, at the time a ~hild enters 
school, the number of people who play an important part in a child's 
life .1re 1imited. Sullivan 1 :947'! introduced the term ';;1.1r•ficant 
otners" to refer to thos~ pP.op1e around a cnild whc sign•ficantly in-
fluence hir.:. By \vod:ing w:~"l ;Jarer.ts, 'Nho ire a!ready estac~ished as 
significa~: influences by ~~e time the child begins school, more 
i'Tlmediate ,·esults :nay ::Jc o·~;:Ji::ec. A.ddit~ona":ly, r.he cond~ticns neces-
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sary for promoting development are not limited to once or twice weekly 
discussions for a year in school, but are a part of their daily life 
if parents practice what they learn. 
Specifically I was interested in considering three primary ques-
tions. First, is a child's self-concept related to level of develop-
ment in moral reasoning at a given age level. Second, does participa-
tion of parents in the parent education group significantly affect the 
child's level of reasoning in the areas of authority and justice. 
Th~rd, does parent participation in the program significantly affect 
the child's self-concept. 
In summary, Kohlberg has developed a six-stage develop~e~ta1 model 
of moral development which is the basic theory upon which this s~udy 
is based. These stages are organized systems of thought, ~arming an 
invariant sequence, and hierarchically integrated. In order fo~ develop-
ment to occur, research has shown that a certa·in 1evel of cognitive 
development is required. Also, exposure to higher stages of reasoning, 
as well as the ability to understand another's perspec~i·'e are neces-
sary. Some applications of this theory have been made in ec~cational 
settings and ~his study considers another a~ea where -o~l! development 
can be enc1uraged through the eaucation Jf parents. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
This study investigated the effect of an eight-week parent wor·k-
shop on beginning primary level children's level of moral reasoning 
and their self-concept. During the eight training sessions, parents 
were taught communication skills. The children's levels of moral 
reasoning was assessed in the areas of justice and authority. 
Specificaliy, the hypotheses considered were: 
1. 
2. 
., 
J. 
Subjects 
Children's self-concept as'~easured on the Self-Social Con-
structs Test, is not related to level of social reasonina 
irrespect~ve of the experimental manipulation. 
Parent oarticipation in the parent education orogr~m does 
not s1gnificantly increase· t~e child's level of mor~l reason-
ing as ~easured on Damon's justice and authority interviews. 
Par!n! ~ar~icipation in the pareHt education program dij not · 
signiffcart~y change their child's self-concept. 
The subjects in this study were chi1dren of parent vobnteers. 
Parents were obtained ~c participate in the parent education ~ro9ram 
frorn two .:hicago public schools, Paderewski and Cha1mers. 
The schools from which subjects were obtained are •n 1ow-income, 
urban areas of Chicago and are receiving Ti~le ' furds. d11 subje~ts 
{~-60) were black children ranging in age from ~ to 8 and car~ic~o~tina 
in Title I, ~SEft Jrograms. An experimental grouc of 30 c~~ 1 dren was 
ir.itially obtaineiJ. Due to e(oerimentai :rorta:~':y, only 27 .;uc:jects 
re~ai~ed fn the ~xnerirnental group at post-testing. A contrn1 group 
of 29 chi~dren was obtained 2nd at post-~esting. 26 remain!t !n tr~ 
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control group. To control for a possible volunteer effect, the sub-
jects in the control group were children whose parents volunteered 
but did not actually participate in the group. 
General Procedure 
~lritten notfce of the parent education 9roup was sent to all 
parents of children fn grades kindergarten through third, with a form 
to be returned to the school, if they were willing to participate. 
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All parents who indicated that they were willing to participate were 
contacted ind~vidually. Pt'ior to contacting them, paren':s were random-
ly assigneri to experimental and control conditions. Parents of the 
children assigned to the experimental qroup participated in the parent 
education program; parents of the chil1ren assigned to ~he control 
group were told that they would be put on a waiting lis: to ~e con-
tacted when a second group was offered. 
A 11 chil d!"en were pretested in Sec tember, prior to ::he beginning 
of the oarent educat~on group. To control for a possible crder effect, 
half of the children were adr,inist:red the authorit} int:!rview first, 
and half ·t~ere acminis.:ered the justice ir.terview first. -:-lle- par-ent 
education grouo was ~~n for a period of 8 weeks beginning in 0:tober, 
and ending the ~niro Meek in November. Posttesting occurred 5 mcnths 
af'ter the teri1~ro:ation of the oarent group the week following spring 
vacation. T~~ ~a:ionale for delaying posttesting was that tf~e for 
coq~itive res:~~:~uring was necessary. 
Additio~1· ·;.since short-ter~ reliability (t~st-retes~; i~fcrma­
tion \lias nc~ ,~,.,;rable on Damon's instr,.,,ent, a r~liability ;t.:.~dy cr. 
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the instrument was conducted. For!y-eight additional children were 
administered both the justice and ~he authority interviews and were 
retested on the same interviews one month later. Subjects were obtained 
from a comparable population, that is, black children from low-income, 
urban areas~ attending schools receiving Title I funds. 
To control for experimenter bias in scorinq, Melanie Killen, a 
graduate assistant to Dr. Damon, scored all test protocols from ex-
perimental and control groups and the protocols from the reliability 
portion of ~he study. 
Parents met once a week for 8 consecutive weeks. Two groups were 
conducted, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, to accommodate 
parents' varying schedules. The morning group met in the parent room 
at Chalmers ~chool and th~ afternoon qroup met in the parent room at 
Paderewski School. The room had large tables with chairs which were 
aoprooriate for qro~p meetinos. The sessions lasted for aoproximately 
two hours with a break hal~way ~hrou~h the meetina for coffee and rolls. 
ihe same material and objectives were covered during each meeting. To 
control for variability in coverage of topics, a list of topics was 
developed for each meeting. M~s. Ooris Feltus, the distric: oaren~ 
coor~inator, attended all rneetinqs and systematically checked off the 
tooics and activities as they were covered tn each meetin~. 
Descriotion of Treatment 
The design of the curriculum was influenced by the ccnditiors 
which ~ohlberq considered necessftry for ~he ~eve1opment of moral 
reasoning. that is, production of ccgniti~e conflict often ac~ieved 
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through a discussion model, empathy, and social perspective-taking. 
The intent of the parent group was to teach parents the skills needed 
to implement these conditions within the home. In the meetings, the 
conditions necessary fer encouraging development (~.e. development of 
empathy, discussion and exposure to higher stages of reasoning, co~­
nitive conflict) were introduced and made applicable to practical, 
everyday situations. Specifically, the following objectives for the 
weekly meetings were met. First, in order to encourage development 
through discussion, parents needed to be able to communicate with their 
children. Involving the family in discussion of ~oral issues would 
be difficult if the family structure was such that the parents talked 
and the children listened. A general atmosphere of acceptance of 
children's ideas is necessary if children are to do more than parrot 
their parents' ideas. The first objective then was to teach parents 
to respond to their children with a "laneuage of acceptance" (Gordon, 
1975), rather than by ordering, warning, preaching, advising, etc. 
Specifical!y, they were taught skills in "active iistening." (Gordon, 
1975). 
Secondly, the development of empathy and the abiiity to take an-
other's perspective is an important condition for advancement of moral 
reasoning. Children of begir.ninq school age are often unabl~ tn diff~r­
entiate their own oersoective from another's so that they expect ethers 
to fee1 or ~hink che same as themselves in a given situation. ~ sliqn:-
~Y more advc;nced cr.i1d rnay recognize that :tnother can v~ew l:he same 
situation differently than ~imself, but the child cannot maintain his 
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perspective simultaneously with putting himself in the place of another. 
The second objective was to help parents promote the development of 
empathy and recognition of another's perspective in their children. 
Rather than having parents tell children what they think the child is 
thinking or feeling (i.e. You think you're so smart), which may be in-
accurate anyway, they will respond with what they, the parent, thinks 
or feels. Specifically, parents were taught to send "I" rather "=han 
"you" messages. (Gordon, 1975). This presents the child with two 
oerspectives at the same time; his own as perceived by himself, and ':~e 
one reported by his parent.· 
A third important condition for moral development to occur is 
cognitive conflict. Kohlberg rejects the notion that the role of. the 
parent or educator is to transmit values to the child. Rather, throuqh 
interaction with the environment, conflicts arise and are resolved and. 
by this process the child's own system of values evolves. If chil-
dren are not allowed to find their own solutions to problems and are 
~lways told or forced to do it their parents' way, development will be 
delayed. The third objective then, was to teach parents a ~ethod of 
handling and so!ving problems that occur. The method does not rely on 
the oower of parents to control and enfo~~e. but rather encourages 
co~flict resol~tion :hrough mutual agreement. Specifically, par~nts 
were taught to ~ork in conjunction with t~eir children in identifying 
the prob~em, ?!~~rating alterna:ive solutions, evaluating the a 1 ter~a­
:iv~s. d~ci~i,g on :he best acceptable sclu:~on ana then implement~nq 
i~. T~e eli~ination of power !Sa means of r!solvinc prob1ems is 
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especially important with this age child. Many children on a beginning 
~rimary level respond to rules simply because a more powerful authority 
is enforcing them. Appreciation of the value of rules is absent and 
obedience occurs simply out of deference to a more powerful authority. 
Following is a description of the curriculum. (See Appendix A for an 
outline of weekly topics and activities covered.) 
Phase 1: Baseline. In order to teach parents certain ski11s, 
a role-playing method was one mode of demonstratinq to parents a skill, 
and then enab!ing them to practice it within the group. Before :ne 
actual skills to be taught were introduced, parents were involved in 
role-playing situations. As many parents as were willing were involved 
in role-playing situations, sometimes playing the part of the parent, 
other times playing the part of the child. This allowed for the es-
tablishment of a baseline in terms of type and frequency of parental 
response. The role-playing sessions were taped and transcribed. All 
parent responses were classified into two categories. Responses that 
cou1d not be classified by one or the other category were disrsqarded. 
The categories were directive responses (i.e. ordering) war"ing, moral-
izing, advising, lecturing, judging, praising, ridiculing, interpreting, 
reassuring, orobinq, humoring) and non-directive responses (i.e. passive 
li-;tening, accive listening, ser.ding ••r" messages,\. The frequency, in 
terms of percentage o~ total responses, was determined for each cate-
gor-y. 
Pr.ase 2: •:ommunicaticn Ski11s. This phase in·tolved: (a) ·:i dis-
cussion of different t'lays fa.i1ily mef"'Ders cofl'!'T'unicate, and rules, 
power and punishment in family relationships; and (b) the teaching 
and practice of active listening skills and confrontation skills 
through role-playing parent-child conflicts in the group meeting. 
After the baseline in the first session, parents were asked to 
reflect on their own childhoods and the form of discipline used as 
well as their reaction to it. Children•s behavior, factors affecting 
the behavior•s acceptability, and problem ownership were discussed. 
The twelve roadblocks to communication were presented and discussed. 
Th~ Maryland Parent Attitude Survey was distributed. (See Appendix 
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B for a copy of it.) Parents were asked to complete and return it 
before leaving the first meeting. 
The seccnd and third sessions were devoted to introduction and 
practice of active listening skills. Parents were encouraged to 
practice this skill at home and discuss attempts at implementing it 
at home in future sessions. Sessions were taped throughout the eight 
week period. Parent responses in role-playing situations were taped 
again a~ter all skilis were introduced. Responses were agai~ :ate-
sorized into dire:cti'le/non-directive classifications. A percentage 
of total responses for each category was aetermined again to see if 
oarents were actually acquiring the skills taught in the group. This 
·r~as determined by an il"crease in non-d~ro:tive and decrease in airec-
tive responses. 
In the fcurth and fifth session, ~arents were taught how :o :on-
front theit· cnilr:lren .,,hen the •:'lild's behavicr "'as interfering with 
the parents' own needs. The negative consequences of typical ways 
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of responding when upset were examined. Then parents were taught 
the skill of sending ~~~ messages, which relates the feeling of the 
person who is upset rather than blaming, criticizing, putting the child 
down, or solving the problem for him. The skill was practiced through 
role-play of real and imaginary problem situations. 
Phase 3: The Family Meeting. This phase involved: (a) discussion 
of rules, typical means of resolving conflict in families, and negative 
effects of power; and (b) introduction und practice of a six-step 
aoproach to conflict resolution through family meetings. 
Session six involved discussions of win-lose approaches to prob: 
.. lem-solving, the destructive effects of authority, 1 imitations and 
effects of parental power. A presentation of a no-lose method of 
solving conflicts was made and the skill was practiced in the group. 
Session seven continued to practice this skill as well as im-
plement the skills of active listening and sending ~~~~messages in 
the f3mily meetings using the six-step approach to conflict resolu-
tion. Parents again role-played several problem situations, sometimes 
olaying the part of parents and sometimes playing the role crf child. 
T~ese were transcribed and comoared to the baseline session to see 
if a change in response styie occurred. 
Phase 4: Value Oifferances and Value Instruction. Session eiaht 
involved a presentation of ;ocial and moral develooment in child~~"· 
condi~ions ne:~ssary for the development, and how tne ski11s laar~e~ 
by the parents tn the group would pro~ote their child's social and 
·moral reasoning. Parents wer"~ s~own a filmstrip to i11ustra~:e the 
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technique of leading a moral discuss1on and it was applied to the home 
setting. Also, they were involved in a moral discussion. (See Appen-
dix D for the dilemmas used in the parents' discussions.) 
Design and Statistical Analysis 
To test the first hyoothesis regarding the relationship between 
self-concept and level of reasoning at a given age, the following 
multivariate randomized block design lay-out was used: 
5 years 
5 years 
7 years 
8 years 
0-A 0-8 1-A 1-8 2-A 
Pretest data from both the experimental and control groups was 
used, as well as the original data f~cm the children in the reliability 
study so that a ~otal N of 107 was nh~ained. The independent variable 
was level of reasoning, and subjects ~ere blocked by age. The dependent 
variables were sccres on the vario~s ;cales of the Children's Self-
~0cial Constructs Test (CSSC). The a~a 1 ysis was run twice, ~nee using 
t~e justice scores as an independen: Jdr1able and again using the author-
ity scores as an independent varia:·!, since level of reasoning for any 
given child often varied from one '~:erview to the c:her. 
The expected outcome was that i!lf-concept (particular1y Esteem 
and S·:>cia1 Ir.tere'3t) 't/Ould be posi :• •::ly related to 1etel of reasonin<; 
at every age ~it~ those chil~ren of a given age demonstrating higher 
1evel of reasoni~g also ~hewing a more positive self-conceot. 
In testing the second hypothesis. the following multivariate 
randomized block design lay-out was used: 
Experimental-Control 
5 years 
6 years 
7 years 
8 years 
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The independent variable was the experimental/control conditions. 
Again, subjects were blocked on age. ~he dependent variables were 
two change scores for level of reasoning in the areas of justice and 
authority. 
ihe expected outcome of this design was that the experimental 
condition would demonstrate si-gnificantly greater development in 1eve1 
of reasoning than the control group in the areas of both justice dnd 
authority. 
To test :he third hypothesis, a Hotell~ng•s T2 was ysed ~ith the 
experimental/control conditions as th~ independent variab!e and the 
scores ~n the ~arious scales of the Children•s Self-Soci~l Constructs 
T~st (CSSC ·:es-t:) as the dependent variab1e. The age f!ctcr· was not 
crnsidered throtJgh blocking because the .:s~c Test is not.~ developmental 
measure and ! relationship between t~st scores and age has not been 
established. ;he expecr.ed outco~e of this test ~s that ~r.e experimental 
c·.):1·jition woul-:: ~new significantly gr~ater g.1ins in self--concept. 
:n add"t;::n :o the three maJor h•Jootheses, the reliability of the 
~ 
c:.ut!lcr·ity anc ~ustice scales •tJas deter~ined. Forty-eight children, 
ranging in ages from 6 to 8 years were administered both scales at a 
one month interval. Scores on the scales are ordinal and hav~ a 6 
point range. They were assigned values 1 to 6. A Pearson-product 
moment correlation was run on the pre- and posttest data to obtain a 
reliability coefficient for both the justice and authority interview. 
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In addition to the stated hypotheses and the reliability study, 
the data obtained on the justice and authority scales were considered 
in relation to Damon's findings with his middle and lower-middle class 
sample. It was expected that with the population used in this present 
study, lower stages cf reasoning would be used by older children than 
Damon typically found with the population he studied. Consideration 
of the data was made to determine if there were sex differences in 
level of reasoning at given age levels. The levels of reasoning dis-
played by each child on both the justi·ce and authority interviews ~"as 
considered to see if any consistent patterns of development occurred 
in the child's conception of justice and authority (i.e. Does his 
conception of justice develop to a higher level sooner than his concep-
tion of authority?) 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
In this study, parents were taught skills for more effective 
communication with their children. The resultant effects on the 
children's self-concept and level of development in the area of moral 
reasoning were measured. Also considered was the relationship be-
tween a chile's self-conc~pt and his level of moral reasoning at a 
given age. The hypotheses were developed with the expectation that 
chiidren with more positive self-conceots would show higher levels 
of reasoning at a given age and that making parents more effective 
in communicating with their children ·.vould enhance both children's 
se1f-concept and their development in the area of moral reasoning. 
The results of the statistical analy~is of the hypotheses follows. 
Analvsis I: 
A mul:ivarinte randomized factcrial desiqn was used to test 
hypothesis I. (Ch~ldren's Self-Concept is Not Related to Level of 
Social Reasoning Irrespective of the Experimental Manipulation.) 
The design v1as run t\vice, cnce '.lsing the levels of reasoning on the 
au~hority interview as a factor and anain using th~ levels of reasc~-
ing on the justice interview as a factcr. Age and level of the 
ch~1d's reasoning were the independent vari3bles, with four levels 
of a~e and five levels 0f reasoring. Jeo~ndent variables were the 
sccres on ~he eight scaTes r:j: th~ cr~·:Jren's Self-5ocia1 C.:>nstru.:":s 
-
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Test, (i.e. esteem, social realism, identification with mother, 
identification with father, identification with teacher, identifica-
tion with friends, social interest and minority identification). 
Table 1 shows the results of this analysis usinq the results 
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of the authority interview as one factor. There was significant differ-
ence in self-concept across age levels. The univariate tests of the 
individual variables show that the difference in self-concept occurred 
specifically on the variables of identification with friends, social 
interest, and minority identification. Consideration of individual 
cell means in Table 2 shows that on the social interest variable, 
scores decreased with age, indicating less social interest. On the 
minority identification variable, scores ~ncreased with age indicating 
less minority identification and then decreased at age 8. Scores 
on identification with friends inc:~ased with age. indicating less 
identification. 
Table 3 shows no significant difference in self-concept across 
the .c-ive levels of reasoning on the authority interview. That is, 
children exhibiting higher levels of reasoning on the issue~f au-
thority did not have signif~cant1y different self-c1ncepts fro~ :hil-
drcn reasoning at lower :'?vels. Consequently the ."l 1l11 hypothe$is can-
not be rejected, so that :hi1Jren varying in leve· of reascn~ng at 
a given age cdnnot be assumed :o ha~e significan: 1 y different self-
concepts. 
The test of the int@racticn between ~ge anc ·~vel of reasoning 
was net s~gnificant. indicating that the ~ain effec: for age was a 
TABLE 1 
Mu1tivariate Test of the Significant Difference in Eight 
Levels of Sel•-concept Across Four Levels of Age 
Test of Roots F DFHi:E p Less Than 
1 Through 3 1.588 24 .045* 
2 ihrough 3 1.127 14 .338 
3 Through 3 .648 6 .691 
Univariate Tests 
Variable FP. 85 2 p Less Than 
Self-esteem .15'1 .929 
Realism .371 .774 
Identification - Mother .943 .424 
Icentification - Father 2.349 .078 
Identification - Te·acher 1. 794 .154 
Identification Frier.as 2.811 .044* 
Socia 1 Interest 4.202 .008* 
Minority Identification 4.184 .008* 
TABLE 2 1,' 
Mean Self-Concept Scores for Suojects Age 5, 6, 7, and 8 
on the Variable Identification with Friends, 
Social Intereit, ana Minority Identification 
Age Identi~ication- Socia 1 M1nonty 
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Friends Interest Identification 
~1 5.264 3.842 1.634 
5 sd 2.574 1.358 .752 
~~ F..S78 3.355 l.870 
C) sd ?.454 1. 255 . 711 
;1 6.629 ?..815 2.185 
I )d 2.242 1. 387 .487 
;.1 7.291 2.625 1. 542 
3 sd 2.050 L. 138 .596 
TABLE 3 
Multivariate Test of the Significant Difference in Eight 
Levels of Self-Concept Across Five Levels of Reasoning 
About Authority 
Test '); Roots r DFHyp P Less Than 
1 'ihrouqh .. w 
2 Through 5 
3 Thrcugh 5 
ll Through 5 
'" Through 5 ~
.960 
.762 
.660 
.605 
.4L14 
40 
28 
18 
10 
4 
.544 
.804 
.849 
.808 
.777 
Mul tivariat~: :est of the Interaction Between Age and Leve1 
of R~asoning sn the ft.uthority Intervie•.v 
Test of ~oats E ---or~~-p D !..ess 
---
1 Througi'l 7 .886 c:~ ~O .705 
2 Thro~..;qh 7 --.-• ' i j '? ..... .843 
3 Thro•Jgh 7 .eli ,,.... .947 . .,.\.,. 
4 Throt..qh 7 .. ~59 ·:n .979 
5 Throuq"l 7 .288 ~· ~; .991 
6 Throuqh 7 ~/1 • ,!. • .J j .984 
7 ihro:..~gh - .Cill9 2 .952 
~han 
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true effect and was not confounded by an interaction with level of 
reasoning. 
Similar results were found when using the justice interview 
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as a factor in this analysis and are presented in Table 4. No sig-
nificant difference in self-concept was found across the five levels 
of reasoning indicating that a higher level of reasoning about justice 
issues is not significantly associated with a more positive self-
concept at a given age. Again, there was a significant difference 
in self-concept across !ge levels, speci~ically on the variables of 
identification with friends, social interest, and minority identifi-
cation. 
Ana~ysis I!: 
A multivariate randomized factorial design was used to test 
hypothesis II. (Parent Participation in the Parent Education Program 
Does not Significan!ly Increase the Child's Level of Moral Reasoning 
as Measured on Damon's Justice and Authority Interviews.) The in-
dependent variables were :he experimental/central condition and age. 
The two dependent variables were the c~a~ge scores for lever of reason-
f~g in the areas of justi:e and authority. Table 5 pre5ents the 
results of ~his analysis. 7~e multivariate tests shew no significant 
:~ange ~n level of reaso~ing between experimental and control conai-
t1cns or across age levels. ~owever, the~~ultivar~ate test of the 
aae variable a9proachec tne .JS sig~ificance ,~v~l and the 'Jnivariate 
test s~cwed a p ~a1~e less ~han .05 on the aut~ori~y interv~ew. S~~ce 
the mu~:ivariate test was noT significant, however, t~is ca~not be 
TABLE 4 
Multivariate Test of Significant Differ~nce in Eight Levels 
of Self-Concept Across Five Levels of Reasoning on the 
Justice Interview 
l.i 
T'=s t of Roots F OFHyp p Less Than 
1 Thrcugh 5 1.133 40 .274 
2 Through 5 . 925 28 .578 
3 Through 5 .714 18 .767 
4 Through 5 .560 10 .845 
5 ihrough 5 .3Li0 4 .850 
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TABLE 4 
Multivariate Test of the Significant Difference in Eiqht Levels 
of Self-Concept Across Four Levels of Age on the 
Justice Interview 
Test of Roots F DFHyp p Less Than 
, Through 3 1. 611 24 .040* ... 
2 Through 3 L121 14 .343 
3 Through 3 .693 6 .656 
Univariate Tests 
Vari.1ble F(3.86) p Less Ti1an 
Self-este'=m .148 .931 
R-ealism .388 .762 
raentificatian-Mother . ~13E .427 
Identif;cation-Fat~er z.~as .066 
[dentif~ca:ion-Teacher 1.305 . 152 
Icentification-Fri~nds 2.9!1 .039* 
Soci3.1 Irterest 4.122 - .009* 
Minority Identification 4. 107 .009* 
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TABLE 4 
Multivariate Test of the Interaction Between Age and Level 
of Reasoning on the Justice Interview 
Test of Roots F DFHyp p Less Than 
1 Through 6· . 963 48 .547 
2 Through 6 .573 35 . 977 
3 Through 6 .488 2·t .981 
4 Through 6 .306 15 .995 
5 Through 6 .231 8 .985 
6 Through 6 .107 3 .956 
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TABLE 5 
Multivariate Test of Significance in Change in Social 
rteasoning Between the Experimental and Control Groups 
Test of Roots F DFHyp p 
1 Through 1 1.827 2.0 
Univariate Tests F(l.45) F 
Justice .081 
Authority 3.340 
1.1 
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Less Than 
.173 
Less Than 
.777 
.074 
\. 
TABLE 5 
Multivariate Test of Significance in Change in Social 
Reasoning Across Four Age Levels 
T(~st of ~oats F LlFHyp p 
1 Through 2 2.024 6 
2 Througn 2 1.430 2 
Univariate Tests e(., 45' 
. --.1' J p 
Justice 1.562 
;luthority 2.997 
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Less Than 
.071 
.245 
Less Than 
.221 
.040 
TABLE 5 
Multivariate Test of the Interaction Between Group and Age 
Test of Roots 
1 Thl'OUgh 2 
2 Through 2 · 
F 
1.382 
l. 243 
OFHyp 
6 
2 
P Lass Thar. 
.231 
.293 
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considered a valid indication of significance and this hypothesis 
cannot be rejectec. Table 6 shows the mean change scores on the two 
interviews for the experimenta1 and control groups. 
Ana 1 ys is II I : 
A multivariate one-way analysis of variance was the statistic 
used to test hypothes1s III. (Parent Participation in the Parent 
Education Program Did not Significantly Change Their Child 1 s Self-
Concept.) The independent variable is the experimental/control 
concition, and tne dependent var·iables are the scores on eight 
scales of the Ch1ldr~n's Self-Social Constructs Test. Table 7 shows 
that there was no significant change overall in self-concept due ~o 
the experimental manipJ~ation. In view of the 1ack of significarce 
on the multivariate test, the significant increase in socia1 interest 
shown on the univariate test carnot be considered valid. Table 8 
shows the mean change scores on the eighT. scal~s of the self-conceot 
test for the experimentai and control groups. 
~nalvsis IV: 
In addition to the three major hypotheses, the data obtained 
from all subjects in t~E study were analyzed t~ determine if there 
~ere any age or sex a'~ferences in the c~ildren 1 S level of r~asoning 
and to deternine whet~~~ re~soning in one ar!d of eithe~ justice or 
3.uthority developed ·:ooner than in the other ~··-=a. Table 9 shows 
the ~ests ~f significance f~r both 1ge and sex. 7here were no sig-
nifi.:ant differences ;.mong ma1es and ferrales "n le·12-1 of reasoning 
at: any of the age ~eve!-3 meas:.Jr-ed. Hcwe·ter, :n::1·e was a significant 
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A e 
5 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE 6 
'' 
" 
Means and Standard Jeviations for ·:r,ange Scores for the 
Experimental and Central Groups on the Authority and 
Justice Interviews 
Justice Authority 
Exoerimenta l Cortro1 Ex erimenta 1 Control 
M .333 .7!)0 .000 
so .500 .949 . 441 .471 
M ., .. ~ ••• : ::> .. 143 .250 .143 
so .s:a :. :ns .886 .690 
M .500 1.000 .500 .soo 
so .707 1.000 .707 .694 
M .625 .7:0 1.250 .coo 
so .915 .500 .886 .816 
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TABLE 7 
Multivariate Test of Significance Betwe~n Experimental 
and Control Groups on the Self-~on:ect Measure 
Test of Roots F DFHyp CF • :~ ..... ,.~r p Less Than 
1 Through l 1. 269 8 . ' .284 ...... 
Univari-lte Tests F(1.51) p Less Than 
Self-Esteem .138 .712 
Realism 1. 531 .222 
Identification-Mother .972 .329 
Identification-Father . ~)01 .974 
Identification-Teacher .GlO .919 
idnetification-Frier.ds .040 .e43 
Social In-terest 5.095 .028 
Mi ncrity Identification .084 .772 
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TABLE 8 
Mean Difference Scores and Standard Deviations for Self-
Concept Variables for the Experimental anc 
Con:rol Groups 
Variable Experimental 
Self-Esteem M .333 
so 5.159 
Realism ~1 .222 
so i .672 
Identification-Mother M l. 333 
so 3.026 
Identification-Father ~ .393 
so 2.965 
Identification-Friends M .48: 
SD 3. 906 
Social Interest ~1 .519 
so i. 553 
r~; nori ty Identification M . 111 
so , ~? 1 L • "- • 
l, 
/" - . 
vOr ·.ro I 
.346 
4.872 
-.346 
1.672 
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.615 
2.i.92 
.615 
2.G99 
.481 
3.906 
-.577 
1. 963 
-.192 
.895 
TABLE 9 
Surrrnary of a -+x2 ~NOVA for Age and Se~ with level of 
Reasoning on the Justice Interview ai the Dependent 
Variable 
Variab1e dr Rs ~ p 
Age 3 23.344 27.153 
Sex 1 1.880 2.184 
~.ge x sex 3 .098 .114 
~xp1ained 7 10.616 12.3d8 
Residual 99 .860 .000 
Surrrnar·y of a 4xZ ANOVA for A9e and Sex with Level of 
Reasoning or the .~uthority Interview as the Dependent 
Variabie 
Vatia51e ar MS ~ p 
!ge 3 12.929 17.551 
~~X 1 .020 .027 
Age x sex 3 . 270 .367 
Explained i 5.675 7.704 
' ~esidual 99 .737 
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Less Than 
. 0.00* 
.142 
.952 
.000* 
Less ·~nar1 
.OCO* 
.869 
•. 777 
.000* 
aifference in level of reasoning between children at different age 
levels. 
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Mean levels of reasoning and standard deviations for both the areas 
of justice and authority are reported for the four age levels in Table 
10. A t-test for Jncorrelated means was used to compare levels of 
reasoning at the four ~ge levels on both the authority and justice 
interview. The children 1 S levels of reasoning did not significantly 
differ on eit~er interview at any of the four age levels. 
Multi~le comparisons between 5 and 6 year old children, 6 and 7 
year old children, and 7 and 8 year old chi~dren were made and the re-
sults are reported ~n Table 11. Findings indicated that 6 year alas 
reasoned at a significantly higher level than 5 year olds and that 
7 year olds reasoned at a significantly higher level than 6 year old 
children. No signif~cant difference in level of reasoning occurred 
be~ween 7 and 3 year old ~hildr~n. These results were true for bc:h 
• 
the justi:e ard the authcrity interview. 
~ncil1ary Analyses 
Test-R"test Reliability of Damon 1 s I~tervtews. !n addttion to 
~~e major hypotheses, the shor~-term reliability over a one month 
interval ~as established for the two interviews used in this study. 
~11 cnildren wer~ t2s:ed on both ir.tervit:ws -tnd retested within 28 t:o 
.;I days follm-1ing :he initial ':~sting. The pre- and posttest scores 
~!ere correlated, using the Pearson-PrtJduct Morr.ent correlation statistic. 
Th~ resuits are provided In Table 12. 
Al~hcugh the ov~~-a~l reliabi:it:; Oi ::,oth interviews is similar, 
!.ge 
q 
5 5d 
:~ 
6 sd 
'v1 
- )d 
M 
2 sa 
TABLE 10 
Means and Standard Deviations for Level of Reasoning on 
Authcrity and Jus~ice Interviews and Test of 
Significance Between Mean Levels of 
Reasoning at Each Age Level 
Authority Justise df t t 
.05/2 .05/2 
1.80?5 1. 5238 40 1.165 2.021 
.60!6 .5118 
2. :'714 2.5714 68 1.195 1.980 
.9103 l. 0371 
3.4074 3. 5926 52 -l.C34 2.000 
.2439 1.0099 
1.-1167 3. i083 46 -l. 695 2.000 
. ?286 .9079 
'-· 
5() 
TABLE 11 
Test of Multiple Caomparisons Bet'I'Jeen Children Ages 5 and 6, 
6 and 7. and 7 and 8 on Level of Reasoning on Both the 
Authority and Justice Intervie~s 
• l.. 
Comparison Authority Justice df t 
.05/2 
\) 
5 to 6 t •. 06* 4.092* 5.1 
6 to 7 2.892* 4.299* 60 
7 to 8 .):9 .445 49 
Not~. Starred i~!ms indicate significantly higher reasoning 
in t~e ci~er age r.hi1dren. 
2.GO 
2.00 
2.00 
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Sex 
Male 
Fema1e 
Total 
TABL:: 12 
Reliability Coefficients for Jamon•s Authority and 
Justice Interviews 
Just~-:e 
N r 
24 .97 
24 .3.1 
48 .54 
52 
Authorit.z 
N r 
24 .35 
24 .83 
48 .59 
the justice interview is much mare reliable for males in the 5 to 8 
year old range, and the authority interview is much mar·e reliable for 
females in that age range. 
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Attitude and Behavior Change in Parents. In ~edition to con-
sidering whether Damon's clinical interviews were reliable over a 
short time period, I was also concerned with whether any attitude 
change occurred in the parent~ who participated in the orogram. Adop-
tion and use of the ccrrmunication ski i'1 s taught during the program 
would seem to requ~re a certain philos.:phy regarding the nature of 
~hildren and child-rearing practices .. That philosophy would irlclude 
a feeling of acceptance towara c~ildren, faith in their ability to 
handle problems and .make decisions, resoect for their feelings ar.d 
an elimination of the use of power to ~ontral children. 
The Maryland Parent 4ttitude Sur~ was administered to the par-
ents at the first and eighth weeks ~i the 8 week works~op. The survey 
~~as also mailed to the pa .. ents ir. the control gr!Jup. Scores were 
~bta~ned on four scales, :nat is disciplinarian, indulgent, protective, 
and reJecting. Because ~cores are ipsative and a reduction in one area 
necessarily means an ~ncr~ase 1n another area, only the scores Jn the 
disciplinarian sca:e were considered~~ determine i~ that area was 
significantiJ reduced. 
Of tne 22 cuestionnaire~ distri~uted to the experimenta~ grouo 
du~in9 t~e fir?t meet~~g, only 13 were returned with sufficient iden-
tificat~cr· ani :amp~~·=:: .~ncugh· answers :o be r.;sed. At posttestinq, 
:he survey was again ~·stributed to t~~ 13 inaivlduals who had ad2quate-
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ly completed the initial survey. Of these thirteen, only 11 adequate-
ly completed the survey. Adequate completion is defined as 1eaving 
no more than 15 percent of the questions unanswered. 
The survey was also mailed out to the control group of parents. 
After two mailings, only two surveys were retur~ed, so that these data 
for the control group were not considered in this ana1ysis. A t-test 
for matched samples was used to evaluate the pre- and posttest data 
to determine whether there was any significant change in attitude on 
the disciplinarian scale of the attitude survey. The calculated val~e 
Jf the statistic is t(lO) = .~11. Since this is less than the critica 1 
value of t.os = 2.25, it Clnnot be assumed that any significant charge 
in attitude on the disciplinarian scale occurred. 
In addition to a paper-and-pencil measure of change in parents, 
observations of behavioral changes were made from the beginning of 
~he program to the end of the program. Behavior Is defined as verbal 
-~sponses made by parents during rol!-play situations. 4t the first 
and the seventh neetings. parents were gi•;en~_,four problem situations 
and asked to ro1e-p1ay the situation, tak~ng turns as the parent and 
as the child. Parents ~no were willing rec~rded their role-plays 
and the tapes wer~ later transcribed. (See Ao~endix E fer a copy of 
the problems and the transcription of the role-olays.) Responses dere 
categorized into either dir~ctive responses, that is ordering, warning. 
advising, judging, questioni1g, praising, reassuring, cr 4nto non-
direc~ive responses 1 ~e passive listeni~g, active listening, or send-
ing "I" messages. 7he frequency, in ter:T!s of .:ercer.tage of :otal 
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responses for each category was determined and is presented in Table 
13. 
A chi-square lnalysis of this data gives a calculated value 
1.. 
of Z2 = 16.688. Since this is larger than the tabulated value 
ofZ 2 .05.1 = 3.84, it can be concluded that there was a significant 
decrease in the frequency of directive responses. 
Since the material in the workshop was presented in two sessions, 
an attempt was made to control for uniform coverage of the concepts 
and activities in both the morning and afternoon sessions. A check-
list of activities and objectives •.._as provided prio.r to each meeting . 
• The parent coordinator at the Chalmer•s School attended beth the ~orn-
ing and the afternoon sessions and checked off topics as they were 
covered in the meetings. Of the total 55 objectives, all but 6 or 
89 percent of ~he topics were covered in both groups. Appendix A 
presents the weekly checklist. 
Weekly atten~ance was also taken at the morning and the afternoon 
meetings. Average attendance at the meetings was 77 percent for the 
entire group. The average attendance for the morning group~as 72 
percent, and for the afternoon group, attendance averaged 7 8 percent. 
Summary of Results 
tn summary, tne results of these analyses showed that some self-
concept variables (~.e. social interest, minority identification with 
friends) ware related :a age, but not to level cf reasoning on the 
a:.n:hority 1.nd justice i~terviews. ;herefor~, :~e first hypothesis, 
proposing a oos~~ive relationship between self-~cncept and le1e1 of 
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TABLE 13 
Frequency of Parent•s Responses in Role-Play Situations 
Week 1 Week 7 
Response N 0/ N % /0 
~';on-directive 2 ;! 22 37 
Dir"ective 46 96 37 63 
Tota 1 48 100 59 100 
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reasoning about authority and j~stice issues is disconfirmed. Because 
parent participation in the oarent ~ducation program did not signifi-
cantly alter children's self-ccr.cepts, the second hypothesis could 
not be rejected. Level of reasct.ri11g on both the justice and authority 
interviews did not change signi"~;cantly as n result of the experimental 
manipulation. Consequently, the tnird hypothesis could not be rejected. 
Certain tests approaching significance showed a tendency for children 
in the experimental group to change more in their reasoning about 
issues of authority than children in the control group. This tendency 
was net seen with reasoning in tha area of justice. Also, a tendency 
for more change in reasoning on the authority interview was seen for 
8 year old children. As in Camon's studies (1977), no differences in 
reasoning were found between males and females. Level of reasoning 
was found to increase with age '11hich supports the deve~opmental nature 
of the variables being measured. 
The justice and authority interviews were found to have adequate 
reliability in relation to other projective and personality measures. 
The ju3tice interview was found to be more reliable for ma1es and the 
authority interview was more reliable for females. Change occurred 
in both upward and downward directions ever D'le month's ~ime, which tends 
to contraa:ct the "invariant sequence of stages'' concept. Ho ... ,ever, the 
tariability could be due to the nature of ~he instrument and not the 
tr~it ;rt,::asLrr<:d. 
A si~~ificant :h!nge in par~rt's verb~l behavior lccurred as a 
result of :he ex~eri~~nta1 manip~latior. Hc~ever, no attitude c~arge 
occurred. This lack of change in attitude may be a major factor in 
the lack of significant change in children 1 S self-concept and social 
reasoning and will be further discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The primary aim of this research project was :o determine whether 
teaching parents skills for effectively ~ommunicatinq with their chil-
dren would significantly affect tneir child's level of social reason-
ing and self-concept. The results presented in :he pr~vicus chapter 
•t~ill be further discussed in terms of factors relat:ed :o children's 
developmental level cf reasoning, reliability of assessment techniques, 
and implications for future research. 
A.nalysis I: 
The results of the first analysis showed that there ~ere no sig-
nificant relati::msnips between a child's self-concept and his level of 
reasoning about issues involving justice and authority, therefore 
confirming nul1 hypothesis I. (Children's Self-Concept is not Related 
~o level of So~ial Reasoning Irrespective of the ~xperimenta1 Mani~u­
lation.) Chi~dren with higher self-esteem and greater social interest 
on the Children's Sel=-social Constructs Tast did not reason at higher 
levels on Gamon's au~~ority and justice ;nterviews. In S~mpson's '1972) 
study, sociJl esteerr and belongingness were negatively associated with 
principl~d reasoning and self-esteem fror.~ a sen~e of ac.:omplishment, 
an~ competence was ~ositively associated dith principled reasoning. 
~;:~o~;h ro subjects i~ t~is stuc~ were reaso1ing at ~rincip1ed leve1s, 
nc relationship je~we~~ self-esteem and leve1 cf raasoning was found 
:;g 
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at the lower levels of reasoning measured in this study. This does 
not mean that a relationship does not exist. Self-esteem is a complex 
variable that can be measured in many ways. Simpson measured two as-
pects of subjects• esteem and found different associations to level 
of reasoning for both areas measured. Improvement in the measurement 
of personality variables, particularly for children, is needed before 
the relationship between self-concept and social reasoning can be 
more accurately established. Also, clearer definition of the variables 
measured is needed. 
In this analysis a significant association between age and three 
self-concept variables was found. Generally, as age increased, social 
interest and identi~ication with friends decreased. Social interest 
is defined as the degree to which l person perceives himself as a 
part of a group of otMers, as opposed to a perception of the self as 
an individual. .. (Henderson, Long, and Ziiler, 1973). As children 
gat older they become less dependent and more 1ble ~o function inde-
pendently of the ~r~up. That identification with friends also decreases 
with age may be understood in light ·)f increasing independen-ce. Chil-
dren develop their own unique identities as they grow older and are 
able to separate themselves from their friends and recognize their cwn 
unique attributes. These resul cs on the identification with friends 
variable, however, are contradictory to the test constructor's expec-
tation that oatterns cf identification gradually exoand as the child 
matures. 
Less consi.;:.:!lcy in the :ela-r.ior:shi;J betvteen minority identifica-
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tion and age is seen. Minority identification increased with age through 
7 years and then decreased. This factor is reportedly an indication of 
a person 1 s perception of his similarity to or difference from other 
people. Interpretation of the meaning of this variable is not clearly 
indicated by the test constructors. If a person perceives himself as 
similar to others it could be associated either with feelings of 
security and acceptance or with feelings of ego-diffusion and lack of 
personal dis~inction. The basis on which a person compares himself to 
the group is also not clear, that is on the basis of race, sex, academ-
ic achievement, physical attributes and so on. 
In summary, although no relationship was found between self-concept 
and level of reasoning in this study, this lack of significant re-
sults may be a function of the measurement technique rather than the 
attribute measured. Clearer definitiori of the variables measured as 
well as improvements ·in measurement techniques are reeded. ~here was 
a significdnt relationship between some s~lf-concept variables and age, 
suggesting thac what was measured was a developmental characteristic. 
Since a f3c:or ana1ysis was not done during the validation of this 
i~strument, the extent of intercorrelation among these variables cannot 
be measured. It 1 S possible that identification with friends and social 
interest are measuring the same construct, but have only been given 
different labels in the test. Since factor analysis is based primarily 
on the ~se of correlat"on techniques, all personality medsures de-
veloped ~o measure so~i~l interest sho~id have a ~igh correiatiJn with 
~acn other but a lew correlation wit~ tests de1~~aped to measure identifi-
cation with friends. If this does not occur then the results on both 
scales represent some shared common factor. Not only should there be 
little correlation among subtests of a given instrument, but instru-
ments claiming to measure a given construct~ for example, achievement 
motivation should have a high correlation with other instruments 
claiming to meastJre that trait. -Jnly when this occurs can the term 
achievement motivation really be given any concrete meaning. 
In developing a self-concept measure, a large number of, and 
variety of tasks would need to be used, representing what was felt 
to be the multiple dimensions of self-concept (i.e. self-perception 
in relation to siblings, peers, authority, achievement, etc.). Only 
after using factor analysis to analyze the results, would it become 
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apparent how many dimensions of self-concept were actually ~eing meas-
ured. Then, through construct validation, meani~g could be attributed 
to the var~ous dimensi~ns. A main problem in using :3ctor analysis 
here would be in findi~g "pure" items, that is questions or tasks that 
did not correlate with several traits. 
;l.r.alysis II: 
The second analysis was aimed at determining whether the experi-
mental treatment aid in fact cause a significant change in children's 
l~vel of r3ason~ng in the areas of authority and justice. No con-
clusive evidence occurred tc support null hypothesis II. (Parent 
Particication in the Parent Education Prcgram Does not Significantly 
Increase the Child's Level cf Reasoning on the Authority ana J~stice 
r • ) 
.nterv1ews. However, ccns•deration of TJble 5 shews that the uni-
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variate test for the authority interview approached significance. Con-
sideration of cell means in Table 6 shows that the experimental group 
changed more in level of reasoning than the control group. That the 
change occurred more in the area of authority than in the area of 
justice is understandable in te~s of the nature of the experimental 
manipulation. The intent of the ~reat~ent was to alter and improve 
communication between parents ana children, primarily by teaching par-
ents new skills. Children were 1ever directly treated so that little 
carryover of skills to peer interactions would likely occur. Children•s 
conceptions of justice are based :o a large extent on their experiences 
with their peers. It is more likely, then, that the chilct•s concep-
tion of authority, which is based to a larger extent on interaction 
with adults and especially parents, would chanse more than nis concep-
tion of justice. 
Again, although not significant, there was a ~endency for change 
in reasoning on the authority interview to be related to age. The 
presentation of cell means in Table 6 shows that ei?ht year old chil-
aren showed much greater increases in mean level of reasoni~g on the 
authority interview than younger age children. This suggests that 
this prograw of parent education may be ~ore ef~e~tive in.improving 
reasoning in chi1drer 'n the middle and ~pper grades in school (i.e. 
grades 4-9) ratner than with children in the beginning years of school. 
The~e results, with the greatest amount c~ cnange occurring at 
8 years of age, would c~ntrast with Freudian theory. Freud proposes 
that the superego, which is the basis far one's :noral functio1ing, 
develops as a result of parental identification occurring during the 
Oedipal stage. Also, the severity of the superego is proportional to 
the intensity of the Oeaipus complex and the amount of energy used in 
its resolut~on. This would suggest that the basis f~r one's moral 
judgments occur from about 3 to 6 years of age, during the Oedipal 
stage, and that iater experiences will oo little to alter this basic 
foundation. 
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Learning theorists would contradict Freuct by claiming that human 
behavior is the result of variables in the present e~vironment (i.e. 
alter environmental variables and the behavior can be altered). Vari-
ables in the environment can be altered by providing reinforcement, 
punishment, and social modeling, and tehav~or can change as a result 
at any point during a person's life. 
In terms of other cognitive theorists, Pilget proposes that until 
:ge 7, a child shows no appreciation for the nature and function of 
rJles but that b~tween the ages af 7 and 10, ~evelopment of a genuine 
social sense, acceptance of common rules, and realiz~tion of the need 
~or cooperation occurs. The results of this stady lend sup~ort to a 
major change in reaso~·ng occur~tng during this period of 7 to 10 
years. 
A final consideration wou1d be the relat~onship between :he age 
trends found in this s~udy and :radi~ional Roman Catholic doctrine. 
The age of reason has t~aditionally been accepted as occurring ~hen 
! cn~ld is about 7 ;~ars old. The resu 1 ts o; this study lend support 
to~ major shift i~ moral reasoning occurring at that age level. 
The lack of significant change in reasoning for children of 
parents who participated in the parent education program could oe due 
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to a couple of factors. In the additional results presented in ,:hapter 
IV, a significant change in behavior but not in attitude was reported 
for parents participating in the program. This could mean that ~arents 
did not use the skills at nome, although they •t~ere able to use t~em 
in the group situation when instructed to do so. It is also possible 
that they were practiced at home, but because of the lack of attitude 
change, would not continue to be used over a long time per·iod. Even 
in the role-play situations where parents used the skills taught, con-
sistency in use was 13.cking, and in every situation parents ended by 
giving.the child so~e sort of solution or order. This is against the 
basic philo~ophy of accepting the child and his capacity for making 
decisions. As chi1dren become. older, parents l'latura11y allow them 
more freedom ·.-~ni .:h may account for the greater change in authority 
reason~ng for eight year ~lds. 
Another Tess 14kely reason for the lack of significant change in 
\., 
reascning may )e du= to insufficient time for co~nitive restructuri~g 
to occur. Five ~ont~s rna, no~ have. been lang !nough for the desired 
changes ~o occur. 
The li:nited s~z:: ,)f tte s·amp1e should be ;1nsidered when '.lr.c.lyzing 
these results. A 1a~ger sampl~ may have r~su:~2d in actual signific3nce 
on fin~~ngs which in :his study approached ~he JS ~eve1 of signif·c3nce. 
Also, .:Jue to tte ::~r:>e 1irnit.xti:>ns, only t·~,o ,:~·,:::::mas were used, represent-
ing essentialli a t.wo item test. Each adci-+:~-;":.1 ltem would ada approx•-
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mately 20 minutes of testing time. Also, the range of scores was 
limited to 6 points and in actuality subjects scores ranged over only 
5 points. Since this is the case, large am<unts of change would be 
required or change in proportionately greater number of students would 
be required in order to achieve significant results. 
Analysis !II: 
No significant change in self-concept occurred as the resu:: of 
the experimental manipulation, thus disconfirming null hypothesis III. 
(Parent Participation in the Parent Education Program Did Not Signifi-
cantly Change Their Child's Self-Concept.) A tendency towar~ greater 
social interest is suggested by the univariate test. Ho~tever, this 
cannot be considered truly significant because of the lack of signifi-
cance on the mul:ivariate test. 
The lack of significant change in self-concept as measurea with 
:he Children's Self-Social Constructs Test could be attributed to a 
couple of factors incluainq the instrument itself. Since self-concept 
is a complex variable, :ha"ge in areas not measured with :~is particular 
instrument (i.e. extroversion/introversion, masc~lin~ty/femtninity, etc.) 
may have occurr·ed. A1so possible is t~at suffi~ient time for measurable 
change has not passed. Although parental relationships significantly 
affect a chi1d's sel~-concept, adaitional factors StiCh as sioli~q and 
peer relations anc school achievement also have 3n eff~ct Nhi:h could 
re~ard ar counteract any positive effe~~s achieved by the program. 
Ana"vsis IV: 
This ana~ysis consider~d age and sex differences in relation to 
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ievel of so~ial reasoning in children. The findings of the analysis 
indicated that there was significant differences due to age but not to 
sex. This supports Damon•s findings. In the final chapter of The 
Social World of the Child, Damon (1977) concludes: 
In the period between infancy and adolescence, a 
child•s knowledge develops in a predictable, age-
related manner ... The longitudinal results showed 
that, at least for the concepts of positive jus-
tice and authority, individual children generally 
advance from earlier to later levels of social 
knowledge as they grow older. 
Damon found no sex differ=nces overall or at any specific age from 
4 to 9 on the justice or authority interview. This pattern was also 
found in the present study. 
In the present study using primarily lower-class subjects, scores 
on the justice interview ranged from 0-A to 0-8 for 5 year olds, from 
0-A to 2-A for 6 year olds, and from 0-B to 2-A for 7 and 3 year olds. 
With the middle and upper-middle class sample from Berkeley, California, 
Camon found a predomina~t trend for 5 year olds to reason at stages 
J-B to 1-A, at stage 1-B at ages 6 and 7, and at stage 2-A at age 8 on 
:he same interview. See Figure 1 fer a pictor~ai presentation of this 
comparison. Damon predicted that: 
Children from a more economically or culturally 
mixed community would probably have produced 
weaker 3ge :rends, since ~ajor variance in jus-
t1ce scJres might have arisen fro~ factors other 
than the age-reiated develo9mer.t of the children. 
T~is was proven to be !rue as exhibited by the wide renge in 
levels of reasoning with much ~ower levels than in Damon's sample ex-
hibited at all the a;e levels corsidered in this study. 
\ 
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fiGURE 1 
Graphic Compari~on of Levels of Reasoning on the Justice 
Interview fo~ Damon's Sample and the Sample in this Study 
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Figure 2 shows a pictc~r4 a1. pr-esentation of the following compar-
ison. Levels of reasoning on -he authority interview ranged from 
0-A to 1-A for 5 year alds, 0-4·:.:y, 2-A for 6 year olds, and from 0-B 
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to 2-A for 7 and 8 year o1ds. ~., Qaman•s sample using this same author-
ity interview, he found reasoninc;~ ,_t level 0-A only among 4 year old 
l 
children. Five year olds ~easo~~~ predominantly at levels 0-B to 1-A. 
Six year olds reasoned at levels 1-B to 1-8. Seven year old children 
reasoned predominantly "t Jeve1~ !-A and 1-8, and 8 year olds reasoned 
at levels 1-8 through 2-8. 
Again lower stages and wider ranges of reasoning on the authority 
interview ·~re seen ~!'i the sample ..ts'ed in this study. Level 0-A reason-
ing is seen in children through the age of 6 whereas in Damon•s sample 
it was seen only 3mong 4 year old children. Level 0-B reasoning was 
seen through age 8 w~ere ')amon found think i r.g to be genera 1ly two or 
more stages higher than this level. No evidence of reasoning at level 
2-8 was seen for any of the 107 subjects in :his study. 
Factors other than age-related deve1c;:>ment again may account for 
the difference in nnge and level of reas~H,•nq te":~veen the s-ample used 
in this study and Damon·s sample. Both d~~e~nas used were felt ~o be 
within the realm of experi~nce of the chilaren in this sample, even 
for children who we~e jus: begi~ning sc~oo 1 • However, verbal fluency, 
a:tention span, ana 1bility level of the children, seemed to ~ary great· 
1y and would affect their ~bil ity to respond to ~he two interviews. 
The data in this ana1ys~s revealed that there were no soecific 
trends for reasoning ~n eit~er the !rea of justice or authori~' to 
2-B 
2-A 
1-8 
1-A 
0-B 
0-A 
FIGURE 2 
Graphic Comparison of Levels of Reasoning on the Authority 
Interview for Damon•s Sample and the Samp1e in this Study 
n ~! 
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develop first. Consideration of individual scores show only 40 of the 
total 107 subjects or 37 percent to reason at the same level on both 
interviews. Twenty-eight, or 26 percent reasoned at a Migher level 
on the justice interview. The remaining 39 subjects, or 37 percent 
reasoned at a higher level on the authority interview. 
Ancillary Results 
In addition to th~ major hypotheses, short-term reliability of the 
authority and justice interviews was assessed. Damon (1977) had done 
a one year test-retest reltability evaluation of the interviews used 
in his research. He found a significant correlation for his original 
justice interview ever a year•s period of r = .61, p .001. A significant 
correlation between the original interview and the justice interview 
used in this study over a year•s period was found with r = .48, p .01. 
The short-term reliability of the justice interview can be considered 
as a fairly strong correlation in relation to other projective and 
personal !ty measures. However, considering the brea~down for males 
a~d fema1es, the justice interview is a much more reliable measure for 
use with boys than girls. 
The stab~lity of scores over time, wit~ change occurring in a 
positive direction is what Damon uses to support his hypothesis of in-
v~riance of sequence. Damon found in ~is research with the justice 
interviews that change occurred in both oosi~ive and negative direc-
tions, but that there was a significant tendency for subjects to change 
their scores in oos~tive jirection from one year to the next. 
W1th th! au~nori:y inter~iew, Damon 'ound after one year, 83 percent 
of the subjects had higher scores on the authority interview, with 50 
percent of those increasing two or more levels in reasoning over a 
year•s time. Stability in the area of reasoning about issues of 
authority was much weaker than in the area of reasoning about issues 
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of justice. Damon felt he had more statistical support for the invar-
iant sequence of development of authority Cncwledge than justice knowl-
edge. The short-term reliability of the authority interview of r = .59 
obtained in the study is comparable to the justice interview and aga~n 
can be considered fairly strong in relation to other personality and 
projective measures. Again, there is considerable variability between 
males and females, with the authority interview oeing much more reli-
able for females. 
Based on the results of the present reliability study, strong 
~upport for the invariant sequence of stages is lacking. Individual 
scores on both the authority and justice interviews changed in both 
11pward and downward directions as much as two leve~s .;ver one month's 
~ime. Of the 48 subjects, on the justice interview 7 ~oved upward 
:ne stase, 4 moved upward two stages, 4 moved downward one stage and 3 
~oved downward two stages. Upwara movement could conceivably be under-
stood ~r: terms of development in reasoning. Ho\vever, in view cf the 
~~lati~e stability in reasoning over a year:s time, developmen~ of 
r~asoning by two levels would not 1 ikely occur in sucn a sncrt time. 
Co't;nward movement cannot be exp1].ired in te1·ms of irwanant sequence 
of stages. 
Cn the autr.ori-1:; interv'evJ a simil.H trend •.vas :;een, wi~h down-
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ward changes in reasoning in 10 of the 48 subjects. Although the 
variability in reasoning over one month's time seems to be considerable, 
factors outside the trait measured could contribute to this variability. 
The range of scores and the number of items are positively associated 
with the correlation coefficient. In this case, the range of scores 
obtained ~as 5 points and the number of items in each reliability 
ana1ysis was essentially one. Consequently a lower estimate of re-
liability could be expected. Because of the nature of the scoring, 
where ~he highest level of reasoning exhibited, rather than an average 
of all levels exhibited, becomes the score, more variability can be 
introduced. A chance response, which exhibited a high 1evel of reason-
ing given during one interview, may not be elicited in the other inter-
view. Probe questions by the intervi~wer vary according to the nature 
of the child's responses and the particular question that elicited a 
high level of response one time may not be asked another time. Varia-
bility in the child's attention, cooperation, and ~!cport with the 
examiner could account for difference from one test to the other. 
Factors applicable to personality testing in general apply ~ this case, 
for example, subjectivity of sccring, verbal fluency of subjects, and 
willingness of subjects to cocperate and reveal something about them-
se:~es. 
In add~ticn to the measures of cha~~e in children's level of reason-
ing and self-concept, parent's attitudes dnd b@havior wer·e measured. 
The results on the Maryland Parent Att~:~de Scrvey d~d not indicate 
any chanje in parent's attitudes. ~cwever, a change in tr.eir verbal 
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behavior in role-play situations did occur. They showed a significant 
increase in the use of communication skills taught in the parent educa-
tion program. It would seem that an attitude change would be neces-
sary before a change in behavior occurred. The absence of any attitude 
change despite a behavioral change can be explained in two ways. The 
pencil-and-paper test used to measure parent's attitudes may not have 
actually measured the area where change occurred. It is also possible 
that parent's behavior change may have been merely the result of compli-
ance with tne demands of that particular situation, that is to role-
play the skills :learned, and not really an indication of a more general-
ized response in their everyday interactions and communications with 
their children .. 
Factors Affecting !nternal Validity 
Since this study involved appliea rather than basic research, 
control of the factors affe~ting internal validity were lessened. 
Jespite the fact that a c~ecklist of objectives were covered in both 
sessions, intrasession ~istcry could not be controlled completely be-
~ause the axperimental treatment occur~ed each week in two distinct 
sess<ons. Factors sue~ as rapport bet~veen experimenter and group, 
energy level of the exper~menter in the afterroon as opposed to the 
m~-,1ng, and ;arenta~ involvement fluctuated from morning to afternoon 
S!Ssions. Since sub:~cts were not randomly assigned to sessions but 
~ere allowed to chocse the session to fit their own time schedule, in-
trasession history wes not comoletely contrc11ed. 
Also, the measu~~d ~ffect of the program en t~e children's reason-
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ing was thought to be dependent on the extent to which parents im-
plemented what they learned in the workshop at home. This was never ob-
served directly, but rather was inferred through observations of par-
ent•s verbal behavior during the treatment session and a paper-and-
pencil measure of attitude. 
Testing could have been a factor adversely affecting internal 
validity, particularly where the parents were concerned. The length 
of the test seemed to deter parents from completing the attitude sur-
vey during the pretest. Also, the same instrument was used at post-
testing and some parents objected to completing it a second time since 
they had already answered the questions once. Aiso, the ty~e of test 
L 
used to assess chi1dren•s social reasoning, although suited to the 
nature of the variable measured, lacked standaraization in terms of 
:he questions asked. Since the same person conducted all the inter-
•Jiews there was ~robably less variation in questions than if several 
different testers had been used. However, probe 1uestions did vary 
according to how the chila responded. 
Since random assignment to control and experimental groups was 
used, the effects of mat~ration and regression toward the mean were 
minimized. Experimental mortality did occur in both the experimental 
a~d contr~l groups bu: r.ot in significantly great amounts. 
A couple of acditional factors should be considered in exaMining 
the results of this study. The fact that a whi~e experimenter con-
ducted tha sess1ons wi:~ black parents may have minimized effects that 
could have been siyn~ficant had 3 black experimenter conducted the 
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groups. Being basically an outsider may have made parents less willing 
to listen to the experimenter. A·lso, the expe:--imer.tal group was pri-
marily low income, with many parents having :ompleted only a year or 
two of high school. Different results may have ceen obtained with 
middle class, better-educated parents. Also, considering the amount 
of variation and the wide differences in standard deviations for the 
mean scores tested, the power of the test was not very great. Since 
the tests used were not very powerful, the likelihood of accepting 
the null hypothesis when it was in fact true decreases and the likeli-
hood of accepting the nuil hypothesis when it was false increases. 
Following will be a discussion of how some of these factors can be 
improved or eliminated in future research. 
Implications for =urther Researcn 
One of the major detriments to obtaining significant results in 
changing children's reasoning and self-concept is believed to be the 
lack of attitude change in parents. Although parents did acquire the 
isolated skills as de~cnstrated 1n the final r~le-p1ay situations, 
they did not adopt the philosophy behind the program, as evtdenced ~Y 
the iack of ccns'istcncy in 'JSe of the skill: and by a continuing 
practice of givir.g orders and offering advice. The our~ose of the 
present study was to look dt the relat~anship ~etween Jarent's adop-
tion and consistent use of the communication skills ard children's 
~easoning, and not t0 deter~ine whether aarents' attitudes could te 
c!'nnged. Consequent-ly, hrther researc:l shol.il -1 use paren~s who :;1-
ready have adopted the underlying philosophy o~ the program and wou1j 
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be more likely to carryover· into daily practice wnat is taL,ght in the 
program. 
A predictive measure which would identify parents of that partie-
ular philosophical orientation could be developed and validated by 
using questions which discriminated between, for exaw.ple, instructors 
trained by Parent Effectiveness Training Institute and ~he average 
population. The assumption made here is that instructors of the program 
would accept the general philosophy on ~hich the program ~s based. 
Assuming that these iostructors 11 practiced what they p~"eac:led, 11 a 
self-concept measure that discriminated oetween their ~~i1jren and the 
general population could also be developed and used in fu:ure research. 
Only parents who scored above some cutoff ()oint on the new attitude 
measure would be t.:sed in the experimental ind control gr~Jups. This 
would el.;minate the need for changing attit•Jdes before ensuring that 
parents would implement the skills. 
Also, a measure of ~arent.and child i~teraction in the home 3hould 
be made to determine ~net::er carryover is ::--'.Jly occ:...rrin9. Tape re-
cording of family 'nteractions· could be made on at 1east a weekl; 
basis, for axample durins the dinner hour or during a problem-solving 
session, :c see if skilis are used at rome. ihis would also be like-
ly tc encourage ~se cf ~he skills, sirce much research ~n the area of 
behavior modificatior. shows that monitoring a certain behavior is often 
sufficien': ~o cause ~··change ir~ fr~quency 0f the behavicr. Having to 
present a weekly :~pe ~eccrding. of some f!mily ~nteraction unti1 the 
time ·~f post-cestin£ .,.ay en·coarage cor.tinued 1pp: ;cation of the skins. 
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Because of the tendency for· older age children, specifically 3 
year o1ds, to show more change in reasoning, a wider range of subjects 
should be used to determine whether change can be induced only in 
older age subjects. This would have. carryover implications for educa-
tional programs aimed at raising children 1 s level of soc~al reasoning. 
Selman and Lieberman (1974) were able to induce change in reasoning in 
7 and 8 year old children in· a classroom setting. Possibly, beiow 
this age, it ~ay be difficult to induce change. 
Finally, the relation of self-concept to social reasoning in 
children needs to be f~rther explored. Many adults with a sufficient 
level of cognitive growth and social-perspective taking never develop 
to a comparably high level of mora1 reasoning. Possibly self-concept 
variables, including values, biases, and prejudices could contribute 
to this. If a relationship between these variables exists and can be 
identified, correction in childhood would be easier lnd more likely 
to occur than in adult~Qod. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
Current theory in the field of moral education has been influenced 
as a result of Kohlberg's 25 years of research in this area. He and 
otrer researchers have shown that a certain level of cognitive develop-
~ent, the ability to understand another's perspective and exposure to 
higher stJges of reasoning are necessary conditions for development 
of moral reasoning. In the present study, an attempt was made to 
provide these conditions in children's daily lives by teaching parents 
Cl)mml.mication skills •.-~hich would astablish these conditions if prac-
ticed at home. The 8 week parent education program involved teaching 
~arents active listening skills, skills to use when confronting a 
~rob1em, and skills to use for mutual decision mak~~~-
Sel f-concept and soc: :11 reasoning in the areas ·)f justice and 
a~thority were measured ~or the 5 to 8 year old chiljren of the oar-
ents who volJnteered to participate in the program and who were rando~­
ly assigned to experimental and control conditions. 
The primary purpose of this ~tudy ~as to determine (l) whether 
sel~-ccncept was associated with 1evel of soc•21 reasoning, (2) whether 
parert participation i~ the program i~creased children's levels of 
social reasoning, and (3~ whether pdrent partic~pation in the program 
>ignif"icar.~ly improved children's sel,~-.:•Jno:epts. Also considered 'Has 
t~e relaticnship of age and se~ to level of reascn1ng. The short-tErm 
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reliability of Damon's authority and justice interviews, used to measure 
social reasoning, was established. 
The results of the statistical analyses showed that some self-
concept variables (i.e. social interest, minority identification, 
identification with friends) were related to age, but not to level of 
reasoning on the authority and justice interviews. Participation in 
the parent education ~rogram did not significantly alter children's 
self-concepts or their levels of reasoning in the areas of justice 
and authority. Certain tests approaching significance showed a tendency 
for children in the exper~nenta1 group to change more in their reason-
ing about issues of au~1ority than children in the control group. 
This tendency was not 32en with reasoning in tre area of justi:e. Al-
so, a tendency for :narc: change in reasoning on :he authority interview 
was seen for 8 year old children. As in Damon's studies (1977), no 
differences in reasoning were found between males !rC females. Level 
of reasonirg was found to increase with age which supports the develop-
mental nature of the v~r,abl~s being ~easured. 
The justice 1nd authority interviews were found to hav~ adequate 
reliabi1~ty in relation to other projective and personality measures. 
Charge occurred ~n reasoning in both upward an~ downward directions 
over one month's time, ·-1hich tends to contradict the "ir.variant se-
quence of stages" c::mc ;:pt. 
Fina11y, :-arert'~ ·:erbal behavior bu': not !tti:ude ch1nged as a 
result of ~he experimental manip~lation. This lack of c~anQe in atti-
tuGe may be a major factor in the lack of significant c~ange in chi1-
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dren 1 s self-concept and level of social reasoning. 
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Outline of weekly topics and objectives covered in the parent meetings. 
Otjectives and activities were obtained from two sources, tha~ is from 
Thomas Gordon's Parent Effectiveness Training \~orkbook and his ~-~e~l 
Effectiveness Training Instructor's Guide. A check mark indicates 
that the topic was covered during that particular session, that is the 
morning or afternoon session. 
Week 1 
.~. M. p.M. 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X ., 1\ 
X 
X 
X. ,( 
Introduction of the instructor. 
Goals of the workshop will be presented. 
Methods used in the sessions (lecture, discussion, 
role play) are presented. 
?resentatiorr of the test instruments used to evalu-
ate change in the childr!n will be made. 
Small groups will practice the role play technique 
using four aifferent problem situations. 
The "behavior •,o~indow" concept wi 11 be ores en ted. 
The concept of acceptable and unacceotable behaviors 
will te d~scussed. 
The concept of "Problem ownership will be dis-
cussed as well as indications that a child is hav-
ing a prcblem. Exercis~s on p. ll of the workbcok 
will be completed and discussed. 
The "Bonnie" tane will be played. 
role in facilitating communication 
tr.at the presenting problem is not 
prob1em will be discussed. 
The mother's 
and the idea 
always the rea1 
7'rH~ twe 1 ve rca db 1 cc ks to communication will be 
presented. ~xerci ses on p. 16 cf the v1orkbook 
A.M. ?.M. 
v 
/\ 
Week 2 
A.M. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~eek 3 
P.M. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
A. t1. P. ~1. 
will be used to consider feelings elicited by the 
use of the roadblocks. 
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The e'fe~ts and h~dden messages in roadblocks will 
be discussed. 
Review the concept of 11 behavior window: 11 
Review the twelve roadblocks. 
Roddblocks in the transcription of parent's role 
play situations from the previous week will be 
identified in the group discussion. 
The concept of acceptance and the results of using 
a 1 ang.~age of unacceptance ·Nill be discussed. 
Alternative !pproaches to using roadblocks (silence, 
noncommital acknowledgement, dnd door-openers) 
will be presented. 
Advant~ges and limitations a~ these alternative 
approaches will be discussed. 
The concept of active listening with se~eral ex-
amp1es will be presented. 
Listen to "Ventilating Tape" and discuss in .-ela-
tion to the active listenirg concept. 
OJ workbook exercises on p. 18 and 19. 
X 
X 
" 
" 
X 
X 
X 
'Aeek 
A.M. 
X 
X 
4 
X 
X 
X 
Break into dyads and share a real problem, with 
P~rh nartn~r h~vinq a chance to be a listener, 
and a sender. 
Discuss active listening with infants and non-
verbal kids. Review feedback chart. Do workbook 
p. 22 on active listening with non-verbal kids. 
Brainstorm to come up with feeling words. 
Discuss appropriate conditions for active listen-
ing in a sender and a listener. 
X Discuss common errors in active listening. 
X 
.\ 
P.M. 
X 
X 
Present child/recess problem (p. 37 of trainer•s 
manual) with instructor playing the role of the 
child and parents taking turns responding with 
active listening responses. Discuss what happened 
during the :curse of the conversation. 
De workbook exercises on p. 2G and 21. 
Discuss parent • s attempts in implementing active 
list~ning skills at home. 
Discuss attempts using active listening skii1s 
at home. 
Review concept of behavior window. Talk aoout when 
the parent owns the prcblem. Contrast the situa-
tlons of when the child cwns the problem to when 
tne parent owns the problem. 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
Week 5 
A.M. ?.M. 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
{ 
vJeek 6 
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Experiencing roadblocks exercise: Each member pre-
sents a problem to the instructor and is fed-back 
a roadblock. Discuss how the roadblock made the 
person feel. 
Discuss hidden messages contained in roadblocks 
and why they are ineffective. 
Present the concept of the 11 three-part I message. 11 
Involve parents in ~aking up examples for each 
unacceptable behavior presented by parents. 
De workbook exercises on Refining I-messages and 
recognizing !-messages, workbook p. 26-28. 
~eview concept of the three part !-message. Talk 
about why !-messages war~. 
T·ll k about the benefits of I -messages. 
Have ~r.~ class write several !-messages of their 
own a~a share w~th the class. 
ialk abo~t QOdifying the environment as·a means 
of elimir.at1ng unacceptable behavior. 
Have parents share ways they added to the environ-
ment, removed from the environment, changed the 
environment, ar.d planned within the environment 
to modify behavior. De workbook p. 36-39. 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
Week 7 
Review concept of three part !-message. Discuss 
pr·event:dtive dnd po::;ir.ive aspect:£ uf sending 1-
messages. Have the class write at least one 
preventative and one positive I-message. Do work-
book p. 32-33. 
Present the concepts of authoritarian (Method I) 
and permissive (Method II) methods of disciplin-
ing children. 
Ta:k about the effe':ts of a permissive aoproach 
to di-sciplining. 
Talk about the conditions necessary to have power 
and the need for it :n a Method I situation. 
Have each participa~t think of a situation where 
scmeone had power over them. Talk about how they 
(and children) coped with a situation where they 
were power1ess. 
Diagram M~thod III and discuss the six steps. 
Give an example. 
Listen ':o ':he T.V. "during dinner" tape. Identify 
the sjx steps of ~he Method III problem solving 
techniques that the family used to solve their 
problem. 
Review the concept of benavior window. Discuss 
a problem solving method to use (Method III) when 
sending !-messages and mcdHying the environment jon't change the behavior. 
~eview the six stecs of ~etnoJ III. (9. 44-47 of 
':.nc work bock). 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
Week .g 
A.M. P.M. 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
Use structured role plays of Method III on p. 48-
49 of the workbook. Have the parents play the 
various roles in the script. Identify the six 
steps in a discussion. , 
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Have parents de. a spontaneous ro1e play of a prob-
lem situation (training manua1, p. 97) using Method 
III. The class will be divided ~n~o six groups 
with each group playing one step of Method Ir:. 
Discuss the effects and benefi:s of Method III. 
Ask parents to role play the ~riginal oroblem 
situations presented in the fir3t meeting and to 
use the skills !earned during the preceding 
meetings. 
The parent group a~ a whole ~1:1 participate in 
a discussion of two moral di1ell'mas. (See Appendix 
C fer the two dilem~as.) 
The conditions necessary for encouraging moral 
develop~ent in children will be presented. Skil1s 
learned ·n the group will be related to this. 
Guidance :Xssociate•s fi~mstrip ~~~Strategy for 
Teachin Social Reasa~ino will be shown and appli-
sations wi 1 be made from the classroom ~~tting 
to the home setting. 
The Mary1and Parent Attitude Survey will be re-
administerea. 
APPENDIX B 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Copyrighted materials in this document 
have not been filmed at·the request of 
the author. They are available for 
consultation, however, in the author's 
university library. 
These consist of pages: 
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Maryland Parent Attitude Survey 
by 
Donald K. Pumroy 
Directions: This survey is concerned with parents • attitudes toward 
child-rearing. At first~ you will probably find it difficult; but as 
you proceed, it wi11 go more rapidly. 
Below are presented 95 pairs· of statements on attitudes toward child-
rearing. Your task is to choose ONE of the pair (A or B) that MOST 
represents your attitude, and place a circle around the letter (A or 
B) that precedes that statement. 
Thus: (A) Parents shOuld like :heir c;,ndren t· 
{B) Parents frequently find ch1Tdren a burden. 
:'late that in some cases it will seem t.ha t both represent the way you 
feel: while, on other occasions, neither represents your point of 
v~ew. In both cases, however, you are to c!loose the one that t·IOST 
represents your point of view. As this is sometimes difficult to do, 
the best way to proceea is to put down yaur first reaction. Please 
pick one from each of the pairs-. 
1. A. 
B. 
'"\ 
'-· A. 
B. 
3. A. 
B. 
4. fl .. 
Q 
"'. 
Parents know what is good for their children. 
A good leather strap makes chilc1en respect parents. 
Parents shculd give some explanations for rules and re-
strictions. 
Children should never be allowed to break a rule without 
being punished. 
Parents de much for their children with no thanks in re-
turn. 
:hildren snould have tasks that they do without being 
reminaed. 
Parents should sacrifice everything for their children. 
Children shoul~ obey their parents. 
5. A. Children snould follow the rules their parents put down. 
B. Children should not interfere wi~h their parents• night 
out. 
5. A. Parerts ~hould watch their children all the time to keep 
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B. 
7. A. 
B. 
8. A. 
B. 
9. A. 
B. 
10. A. 
B. 
11. A. 
B. 
them from getting hurt. 
Children who always obey grow up to be the best adults. 
Children should never be a 11 owed to talk back to their 
parents. 
Parents should accompany their children to the places 
they want to 90. 
Children shoulJ learn to keep their place. 
Children should be required to consult their parents 
before ~~king any important decisions. 
Quiet, well behaved children will develop into the best 
type of grown-up. 
Parents should pick up their child's toys if he doesn't 
want to do it h1mself. 
Parents sho.uld do things for their children. 
A child's life should be as pleasant as possible. 
Watching television keeps children out of the way. 
Children should never be allowed to talk back to their 
parents. 
12. A. Personal untidiness is· a revolt against authority so 
par~nts should take ~he macter in hand. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
~6. 
B. A good child always ask5 oermission before he does any-
thing so he aoesn't gat into trouble. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
So~etimes ch;ldren make a parent so mad they see red. 
Parents should do things for their children. 
C~ildren should be taught t: ;Jllow the rules of the 
game. 
A child's 1 ife should be as pleasant as possible. 
Parents sho-uld c:!ter to tre:·r .:n~:dr·en's appetites. 
Many paren:s wo.nder if parer.r.n'Jod is worthv~hile. 
A child'; life s.hou1d l)e a:; 'Jl•Hsant as possible. 
Sometime: :Jlil dren 11ake thei,. ~a rents so r1ad. they see 
red. 
L7. A. Chilaren ~~auld net tell anyc~~ :nejr problems except 
their oarents. 
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B. Chiidrer s~culd play whenever thP.y feel like in the house. 
18. ~-· .~ ;ood ~o.rm ,, discipline 's to CcP"'i ve a chi 1 d of ·.:he 
:hings :~at ~e real:y ~ant3. 
B. 
19. A. 
B. 
20. .0... 
B. 
21. A. 
B. 
22. A. 
B. 
23. .t.. 
3. 
24. A. 
B. 
Children should do what they are told without arguing. 
Children should be taken to and from school to make sure 
there are no accidents. 
Children who always obey grow up to be the best adults. 
Many parents wonder if parenthood is worthwhile. 
Children should be required to consult their parents be-
fore making any decisions. 
If a child doesn't iike a particular food, he should be 
made to eat it. 
Children should have lots of gifts and toys. 
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Children should play wherever they feel like in the house. 
Good children are generally those who k~~p out of their 
parents' way. 
Children never volunteer to do anything around the house. 
Parents should pick up their child's toys if he doesn't 
want to do it himse 1f. _ 
Good children are 9enerally those who keep out of their 
parents' way. 
Children should not be allowed to play in the living room. 
25. A. Modern children talk back to their parents too much. 
26. 
2' .. 
. . 
28. 
29. 
B. Children should be required to consult their parents be-
fore making any decisions. 
A. 
8. 
A • 
B. 
A. 
B. 
~~. 
B. 
t'arents 'iihould maka it their b1.1siness t.o know everything 
their ch'1dren are thinking. 
Children never volunteer to do any work around the house. 
Children should come immediately 'r'lhen their parents call. 
Parents shou1d give su~pr~se parties for their children. 
Gooc ~arents overlook ~heir children's shortcomings. 
Watching television keeos children out of the way. 
Parents should wat:h their children all the time to keep 
them frGm ge:ting hurt. 
A child shouid never ce farced to do anything he doesn't 
•vant ":O do. 
3G. a Television keeps chi~d-en cut o~ the way. 
3. Tbe m0st important t~,ng to teach children is discipline. 
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31. A. Children should do what they are told without arguing. 
B. Parents know how much a child needs to eat to stay healthy. 
32. A. Television keeps children out of the way. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
19. 
B. A child needs someone to make judgments for him. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
8. 
A. 
B. 
Modern children talk back to their parents too much. 
Parents should amuse their children if no playmates are 
around to amuse them. 
Good children are generally those who keep out of their 
parents • way. 
Parents should pick up their child 1 S toys if he doesn•t 
want to do it himself. 
Parents should see to it that their children do not learn 
~ad habics from others. 
Gcod parents lavish their children wi~h warmth and affec-
tion. 
Parents snouldn•t let their children tie tnem down. 
Modern children talk back to their parents too much. 
Childre~ who destroy any property should be severely 
punished. 
Children cannot ~ake judgments very well ·~r themselves. 
Most parents are relieved when their :~ilaren finally 
go to sleep. 
Parents should hide dangerous objects from :heir chi~dren. 
Chi7dren should net be allowed to play in the living room. 
Children should play wherever they f~el 1ike in the house. 
~c. A. Parents should give surprise parties for their-children. 
4, 
.... 
4" c.. 
A ~ 
"T.) • 
B. Most Jarents are relieved when their ~hi1dren finally gc 
to sleeo. 
:... 
'l 
.J. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
8. 
Children should be ta~en to and from school to make sure 
there ar~ no acc~dents. 
P~rents should clean ~p after thei~ cn~1dr~n. 
Children are best wher they are !Sleep. 
?ersonal untidiness is a revo:t against author~ty so 
parents should take tbe mattar ~n ~~nd. 
The earlier the ch~ld is tcilet tra;1ed the t~tter. 
::.. child needs sr:::-co:1e to maka judgr:-:nts for him. 
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44. A. Watching television keeps children out of the way. 
B. Parents should accompany their children to the places 
they go. 
45. A. The earlier the child is toilet trained the better. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
B. Good parents overlook their children•s shortcomings. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
Parents should clean up after their children. 
Children need their natural meanness taken out of them. 
Parents should give surprise parties for their children. 
Parents should hide dangerous objects from their children. 
Most parents are relieved when their children finally go 
to sleep. 
Children should come immediately when their parents call. 
Children who lie should always be spanked. 
Children should be required ~o consult their parents 
before making any decisions. 
Sometimes children just seem mean. 
Parents s~ould see to it tha: their children do not 
learn bad habits from otners. 
Punishment should be Fair and fit the crime. 
Parents should feel ~reat love for their children. 
Parents should buy :r.~ Jest things for their children. 
Children are best w~en they are as1eep. 
Children sho~ld be reauired to consult their parents 
before ma~ing any decisions. . 
Parents should cater ~o their chi~1ren•s appetites. 
Parents should have time fer outside activities. 
Punishment should be fair and fit the crime. 
55. A. Chi1dren should not be allowed to play in the living room. 
8. Childr~n should not tell anyone their ~roblems except their 
parents. 
56. A. It seems ~hat children get qreat oleasure out of dis-
Jbeying their 2lders. 
B. Parents should watch their children all the time to keep 
them ~rom get:1nq hurt. 
57. 1\. Persona: u.1tidin.::ss is a re•tolt against authority so 
\. 
B. 
58. A. 
B. 
59. A. 
B. 
60. A. 
B. 
61. A. 
B. 
parents should take the matter in hand. 
Parents should buy the best things for their children. 
Children should learn to keep their place. 
Good parents overlook their children's shortcomings. 
Pa.rents should accompany their children to the places 
that they want to go. 
Good parents overlook their cnildren's shortcomings. 
Children do many thir.gs just to torment their parents. 
Parents should insist that everyone of their commands 
be obeyed. 
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Children should corr.e immediately 'i'Jhen their parents call. 
?arents should hide dange•·ous objects from their children. 
62. A. Children do many things just to torment a parent. 
B. Children snould be protected from upsetting experiences. 
63. A. Chi 1 dren who 1 i e shot.. i ;j a 1 ways be spanked. 
B. Parents snoutd cater :o their children's appetites. 
64. A. A child s~ould never te forced to do anything he does not 
want to do. 
B. !t seems that childr-=n :;et gre:it 1=-leasure out of dis-
obeying their elders. 
65. A. ?arents should keep a ~ight light on for their children. 
Parents live again in ~heir ·:hildren. B. 
~' 
66. A. Sometimes children ma<~ oarents so mad they see red. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
B. ·:hildren sho·Jld be ta:..ght to follow the rules of the 
game. 
A. 
3. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
Par~r.ts should ins~:;t that everyone of their commands 
be cceyed. 
Chiljren should be pr~:ected from upsetting experiences. 
Good children are gene~~lly those who keep out of their 
oarents' way. 
Chi 1 dren should not '::e~ 1 anycn·~ ':heir prob i ems except 
their parents. 
Chilar~n who destroy property snou1d be severely punished. 
:nildrer.'s r.:eals should al.,,ays r:e teady ior them when they 
csme ~erne from play or sc~ool. 
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B. Parents should have time for outside activities. 
83. A. A child needs someone to make judgments for him. 
B. Good parents overlook their children's shortcomings. 
84. A. Parents should make it their business to know everything 
their children are thinking. 
B. Quiet. we1l oehaved children will develop into the best 
type of grown-up. 
85. A. Children who destroy any property should be severely pun-
ished. 
B. A good chi1::1 ahJays asks permission before he does any-
thing so that he does not get into trouble. 
86. A. A good form of discipline is to deprive a child of things 
that he really wants. 
B. ?arents know how much a child needs to eat to stay healthy. 
87. A. The most important thing to teach a child is discipline. 
B. Parents should give their children a11 that they can afford. 
88. A. Parents should amuse their children if no playmates are 
1round to amuse them. 
B. Parents shouldn't let children tfe them down. 
89. A. Parents know how much a child needs to eat to stay healthy. 
a. Parents should frequently surprise their children with 
gifts. 
90. A. Somatimes children just seem mean. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
3. If ~hildren misbehave they should be punished. 
A. 
3. 
,A.. 
3. 
. ~. 
B. 
A. 
3. 
Chi~aren should be ta~ght to follow the rules of the 
gc.ne. 
Parents should do things for their children. 
Parents shouldn't let their children t~e them down. 
:hilcren should depend en their parents. 
Children who always otey grow up to be the best adults . 
Parents shcu~d clean up aftar their c~~ldren. 
Children's meals should al~ays be ready for them when 
they come home from p1ay or school. 
Children do many th~ngs just tJ t~rment a ~arent. 
95. A. A good child always asks permission before he does any-
thing, so that he doesn't get into trouble. 
B. Parents should buy the best thinss for their children. 
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APP~NDIX C 
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ORGAN TRANSPLANTS 
In recent years medical science has advanced sufficiently 
to the point where it is possible to transplant organs, such as 
an eye, a kidney, and a heart from one person to another. How-
ever, these transplants involve a number of ethical problems. In 
order to be abie to transplant the organ from a dying person, you 
have to remove it from him either at the instant death occurs or 
before he is quite dead. That means you have to shorten his life. 
In addition, in many cases people who are about to die are uncon-
scious. That means that somebody else must decide for the dying 
person whether or not he should donate his organ. 
i. Is it rigr.t to shorten one person 1 s life for the benefit 
of another? 
2. Who should decide whether or not ;t is alright to do the 
transplant? 
3. Co you have an obligation to arranqe to have your organs 
donated after death if they can ~e used? Why or why not? 
4. If you died would you want your heart, etc., to be ~sed 
by someone else? ~hy or w~y ~ot? 
5. Is it right to take the heart, ki:iney, etc., of someor.e 
who has not left any instructions to do so? Why or why 
not? 
6. Is it ri c;ht to take an oqan "'"-;m so:reone (•,Jho sa i c he 
d·idn 1 t \<:C.nt to donate it) if ~:·,a-: is the only v.1ay t::~ save 
ano:ner per~on 1 5 life? Why or why not? 
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NOISY CHILD 
During World War II, a group of people were trying to run away 
from the German Gestapo who were trailing them. One of the women in 
the group had an infant who was ill. It was not known what was wrong 
with the child but it cried continuously. All of the people were 
hiding together in a small attic of a large house. One of the men 
in tne group suggested that they kill the infant because it made a 
great deal of noise. OthenJise, the Germans might discover them and 
kill them a 11 . 
1. What should the mother nf the infant do and why? 
2. Is ~t justified to kill one person if it will increase the 
chance of saving a lot of people? 
3. Supoose they killed the baby and the Germans never came into 
the house, are they gui~ty of murder? 
4. Can you corsider this kind of ki11ing murder or self-defe~se? 
Why? 
.~PPENOIX 0 
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Dilemma 1: The Child's Conception of Justice: Fair distribution and 
Sharing 
These four kids-Linda, Mary, Darnell and James are brothers and 
sisters. They came from a family that doesn't have too much money, 
so they don't get much of an allowance. But they all want to have 
some spending money for candy or for going to the movies' and stuff 
like that. 
One day, Ellen has a real good idea. She says that they should 
all go out and deliver papers. They could all share a paper route 
together and split up the money. The kids decided to do this, and 
the paper route earned them ten dcilars every week. The kids work 
the paoer route together and do a real good job. They all carry papers, 
although Darnell and James carry the most because they're boys and 
they can 1 i ft more. L 1 nda and t1a ry carry some papers too, even though 
Linda is a very young girl and can't work as hard as the other kids. 
But, together, the kids make ten dollars every weeK. 
Now after the first week, the kids found out right !way that they 
have a prob1em. How do they split up the ten dollars they have made? 
1. What do you think? What is the best way for them to split 
~p the money? (Poker chips will be used to represent the ten 
dol~ars.) ~hy is that a good way? 
2. Mary says tnat it was her idea in the first plac~. so she 
should get ~xtra money. Is she right?- How mucr. extra? 
3. Darne11 and James said they do the most work, )J they should 
get the most mney. 1:ihat do you think? 
4. Is it fair to give more to ~inda and Mary ~ecajse they are 
girls? Is it fair to give more to Darnel~ ~n~ James because 
they ::tre boys? 
5. What about Linda, who doesn't work as hard as the other kids? 
Sho~ld she get less? The reason she doesn't io as much is 
bee~ tse ~he's younger ard a girl. Does tnat matter? What 
if :ne reason were because she's just plain lazy? Should she 
gcr: 'ess :nen? 
6. Mary and Da~nell are the eldest kids. They say that they 
should get ~ore of the ~orey because it's in place cf ~n 
allJwance ~ra older kids get more allowance than yo~nger 
kics. Are t~ey right? ~cw m~ch ~ore? 
7 Ja~es, her~. 1s a real sweet k!d and everyore likes him a 
lot. Shoul'd he get some extra money? 
8. What's the fairest way to split up the money? Why? 
Dilemma 2: The Child's Conception of Authority: Legitimacy and 
Obedience 
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This is John. (Michelle for girl subjects), and her is his mother, 
Mrs. Johnson. Mrs. Johnson wants John to clean up his own room every 
day, and she tells him that he can't go out and play until he cleans 
his room up and straigntens out his toys. But one day John's friend 
Michael comes over and tells John that all the kids are leaving right 
away for a picnic. John '>~ants to go, but his room is a big mess. 
He tells his mother that ~e doesn't have time to straighten his room 
right 11ow, but he'll do it later. She teils him no, that he'll have 
to stay in and miss the picnic. 
1. What should John do? ~hy? 
2. Was that fair of Mrs. Johnson to te11 John that? Why/Why 
not? 
3. What if John sneaks out of the house anyway and goes on the 
picnic - is that all ri~ht for John to do? 
4. What if he 3ets away with it and doesn't get caught because 
:1is mother is taking a nao'? ~/hat if he ::ames back and c'~ans 
h~s room befJre she wakes ~p? Is that ~:ill wrong for Jonn 
to do, is that OK? 
5. What should Jon~'s mcther do to him ~f she catches him? Is 
that fair to n~m? Why can/can't she ~~~1sh him- what ~a~es 
that fair? 
6. Why does John's mother have the ri~ht :: tell him what to do? 
Does he have tne rig~t to tel~ her ~~at ~o do and to punish 
her? What's the difference? 
7. ~hat is it ltcut mothers that gives :1~m the right to give 
chi~cren or~8rs? 
One day John cleans ~o his rooM real we~l, cut his mother woke 
up .;n the wr0ng side of '='~e be·~ and is r'=al cr:1nky. She says "I don't 
care if ~ Jid :ell yo~ ~~~t you cou'd go Jut a~d play, you're staying 
.,or.1e ana tha:' s ttla t, · 
'\. Does she hav: :11e '"iqht tote;; John tt1at? 8ces i:: matter 
that she'i t~~ak"ng her promis~ to John? What should ~ohn do? 
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9. Is it OK now if he sneaks out anyway to play with his friends? 
What if he knows he won't get caught? 
APPENDIX -
::3 
Problem I: 
PROBLEM SITUATIONS FOR PARDITAL ROLE-PLAYS 
Your first grader comes home from school, throws 
his books on the floor and shouts at you 11 I am 
never going back to school and you can't make 
me. 11 
Problem II: Your five year old child becomes more and more 
upset when she can't get your attention as you 
talk to your neighbor on the front steps. She 
suddenly yells 11 You're all mean and nasty and I 
hate you ... 
Problem III: Your child comes in from playing with his best 
friend, James, and says, "I ccn't like James and 
111 m never going to talk to him again.'' 
Problem IV: After reminding your child several times that 
it is past his bedtime and he must turn off 
the T.V. and go to bed, be says ·'Just a few 
more minutes. I don't want to go to bed yet. 
You never let me do anytr.ing ... 
11.:! 
Parental Role-Plays - Meeting I 
C: I don't want to go to bed. 
P: It's time for you to go to bed. 
C: There's a T.~. show on. 
P: You don't have to see the T.V. show. 
C: Yes I do. 
P: No you don't young lady. 
C: Yes I do. 
P: Just go in the bathroom right now and put your p.j. 'son and get 
in that bed. 
C: No marna. 
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P: O.K. then. Let me go get my belt and let me see what you can say 
then. 
C: :·le' 11 see. 
P: O.K. then you are getting a whipping right now. You're getting 
it girl. Go to bed. I mean it. 
p: 
C: 
P: 
C: 
p: 
c. 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
C: 
P: 
c: 
? : 
c: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
('. 
D. 
Why don't you like your teacher? 
She's rnean. 
She ain't mean. 
She is too. She pul1s your hair. 
What did you de? 
I don't do nothi~g. 
She just pulls your nair. 
Yes, and makes me sit in the corner. 
You don't be ~a1king in class. 
I don't be talking in class. I just sit in my seat and that mean 
old teacher made me sit In tne corner. NO, she don't like me. 
She likes all the other kids and she picks on me all the time. 
Mama, mama, ma~a. Listen t~ me. Listen to me. You all are so 
mean. 
Go on and play. Go on and play with the neighbors. 
1 don't want to go play. You so mean and nasty. ~ate you. 
Then you're going to go to ted. 
I don't want to go to bed, you oid mean woman. 
I'm going to whip you. i told ;cu to behave, lCW sit down and act 
iike you're supposed to, until I get thr'Jugh talking. Then I'll 
see what you want. 
I ain't playing \•nth James anymore. He's ahvays pulling en me. 
I can't stand him. 
~·lhy not? 
He beat me up. 
Why can't you beat him up1 
O.K. I'll beat him ~P next time he start messing with ~e. 
That's the way you're supposed to ao it. 
C: He's bigger than me. 
P: If he's bigger than you, get a stick. He'll leave you alone. 
C: O.K., that's what I'm goi~g to do. 
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C: I just had a fight with Johnny and I'm not ever going to play with 
him again. 
P: Did you fight him?' 
C: No. He's bigger than me. 
P: So you still shcu1d have hit him back. 
C : l~hy?' He hit me. 
?: He hit you first so you hit ~~im back. 
C: O.K. but 1 ain't neve~ going to play with him again. 
P: So you march right back out that door and hit him right now. 
c~ But he's bigger than me mama. 
P: So what. ~ou go ri~nt back out there and hit him back .. Right 
now. 
C: What al11 I goi n\; to do1 when he hits rne? 
P: He's not going :o hit ycu. You go hit him back. 
C: I'll get a. sticic and hit him back. 
P: Get a stick, brick, or bottle, but you go hit him back. 
C: He's a bigger boy. 
P: I don't care. I don't want to hear that. Don't argue with me. 
p: 
C: 
p:. 
c: 
p: 
c: 
Go outside and hit him back. 
Jimmy. I told you, turn off the T.V. and 
,)h, mama, just·.a few minutes more? 
[f yc~ d~n't turn the T.V. off and go to 
jOU. 
r'll be in a few more r.inutes. 
'lot a few more minutes. NmJ. 
I don't never get ! chance to watch T.V. 
all tne· time. ~hyl Hhyr Everybody else 
as th'!Y ~ant. 
go to be6·. 
bed, I'm going to whip 
r got to go to bed early 
gets to watch T.V. 13te 
P: You air't every~:Jdy. You don't do what .:·leryl)ody else does. 
C:· Tom :an sit. up. He. ain't toq much c1 aer tha" I am. Yo~ do him 
better than you a~ me~ That's all. 
P: So ta ted. 
1:: They took my·mcn::y_, from me and told :;,a~ girl ::o kiss me. I can't 
stand her mama. 
~· ~ext time you cc~e. in t~e house and tel~ me and I'll come out 
ind ~ee what's t~e problem. 
C: '-:~say if I te\' ;ny mama 1·"~ going to c.::ch me outside and beat 
'11e ~,;p. 
P: .. ~·s not c;air.g ·-~ c.\tch yo•J outsic!~ because I'll watch hirn. 
C: · -:>s he ~>Ji1;. H':~·~ can you vmtc"l hi::":' 
p:: :·11 be.watcninr: rr·im. : v10n-'t let ~·m ::lo anything to yot;. I'll 
'"ave to go and seE: ni's 1:.ot~er libout ~;n. 
c: 
p: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
Don't tell his mama. He going to know I to1J. 
I'm going to tell his mama or else he can't :~me over anymore. 
It's time to go to bed. 
Why do I have to go to bed? 
Because you have to go to school in the mor~•ng. 
But mama, I don't want to go to bed this early. 
If you don't go to bed, you won't want to gc~ JP in the morning. 
t~ama, I'll get up in the morning. Don't mue me go to bed. 
It's time to go to bed now. 
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P: 
c: 
p: 
Mama, I'll get up early in the morning. Just a little more while. 
Go to bed. 
C: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
P: 
C: 
P: 
C: 
D· 
r. 
"' p: 
C: 
;J: 
C: 
Let me stay up till 9:00 and then I'll go to bed. 
Go to bed and go to sleep. 
~1ama, 1 can't sleep. r want to •,vatch T.V. Why do I have to go 
to bed? Tell me why? 
So you can concentrate on schocl tomorrow. 
I can't concentrate no way in schJo 1 mama. - :ion' t 1 ike my teacher. 
She mean. 
She's not mean to you, 
Yes she is. 
How come she don't like you? 
I don't knew. I don't care if I never go to school. 
I don't want to go to school no more. 
You don't want to go to school? 
No, I don't want to go to school. 
If you don't go to schco:, you won't learn. 
I don't care if I don't learn mama. 
You don't care if you don't get an education? 
No. I don't \"ant an education. I '11 make it somehow. 
You can't make it V-JithO!Jt an education. 
I'll make it somehow. I'll go back to s:hoo1 later on. 
Parental Ro~e-Plays - Meetinq 7 
C: Mama, he be hitting Jn me. 
P: Why's he doing that? 
C: I don't knew. I wasn't messing with ~1~. 
?· And you don't like him to mess with ycY. 
C: No mama, he be hurting me. 
P. If he don't stop you tetter whoop him. 
C: But he bigger :han me. 
P: I don't care. Aint nobody gonna be hi~ting on my child. 
C: Mama, : can't. :-le 'll get his big brotl~er c.f-t:er r.:e then. 
P: You afraid t~a~ he'll beat yoJ? 
C: Yeah. Evet'~'bvdy be af"'aid ')f h1m. 
P: You lin't never gonna get no peace if y0~ can't stand liP and fight. 
C: He picks up bricks. 
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P: I worrying about you cause if you can't fight no battle yourself 
all the kids be after you all the time. 
C: Only James be always messing with me. 
P: Then you get out there and beat him. 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
I". 
\. . 
? : 
c: 
P: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
r. 
"· p: 
C: 
p: 
p: 
I ain't never playing with him no more. 
You mad at James? 
He keep talking about my mama. He be saying you is ugly and nasty. 
I know you love your mama so you don't be listening to him. 
But he be telling stories mama. 
You don 1 t like that? 
No, his mama should \'lhooo him. His mama be real, real ugly. 
Don't you be saying nothing like that. I'll wash your mouth. 
But he be saying it like that about you. 
I don't care. When you say things like that I feel bad :ause 
raise my child to do better than that. 
O.K. mama but I 1in't playing with him no more. 
Don't be telling me what you all is gonna do. Now get on outside 
and: play. 
James makes me sick. 
Why you saying t~at about your friend? 
He ain 1 t my friend r.o more. 
You don'~ want him ~or a friend? You used to liR~ him. 
He always want to :e doing things like he want. It always be his 
way, his ·~ay, hi s 'rlay . 
You want to be the boss for a change. 
Yeah but then he just ~o on home and tell his mama. 
Well you just go en and play with someone else then, if he gonna 
be a baby. 
Yeah he is a baby. 
What can r do now? 
But there ain 1 t nobody else to play with. 
You don 1 t have anyt~ing to do if you don 1 t play with James? 
Yeah. 
We: 1 I get 
for this. 
O.K. I'll 
work to do so go on outside ard play. ! ain~t got time 
If you don't want tJ play th~n you can wcrk. 
go play. 
I can 1 t hear what she says when you scream in ~Y ear l1k~ that. 
But mama you :aking toa long. Let's go. 
! 'm not done )'f~t. Sit c!o:vm For a few minutes. 
3ut it's already been a lot af minutes. 
1 ou're tired of waiting? 
;11 ~ do is ~ait, wait, wait. 
Oon 1 t you be getting sassy. You 1 11 go to ~ed when you get home. 
Can 'He gc ~'1\>1? 
I h?raly ever ;a~ to visit wi:h my friend i~d I do not like to have 
to leave sc s;Jo-:. I~ you ol1y vlitt1 th~ tcy.; in the baq for awh1le 
C: 
p: 
C: 
D. 
c: 
P: 
r. 
" . 
p: 
c: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
('. 
v. 
p: 
C: 
p: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
c; 
p 
c: 
? : 
r : 
C: 
P. 
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then we can go. Would that be better? 
O.K. I can play with the toys if you talk only a little longer. 
Stop that hollering if you know what's good for you. 
But mama come on and look at this. 
I'm talking to my friend and I told you before to sit down a~d be 
still girl. 
I'm tired. Can we go? 
~ot yet now sit down or I'll get you across my knee. 
'1ama, mama. 
Sir 1 be s t i 11 . 
\1y 1 eg hurts. 
Mere than that's gonna be hurting. I'll get the stick. 
J.K. 
Girl, dll that hollering's g·iving me a headache and I car.'t hear 
what she saying. 
But mama ~'m tired. 
You want to go home? 
Yean mama, can v-1e go r.ow? 
We're not through with our busines3 yet. 
\~hen can we go 111ama? 
In a fev1 minutes ;vhen I'm done. Nov. jO play with the .kids :=,~r ~ 
little bit. 
I hate school. 
You must of had a bad day toda;. 
Ali that teacher does is yell. Cc ~his, do that. You can't do 
nothing. 
!Ju're s~pposed to 1is~en to th~ teacher. 
I do listen to her but I wish sre would shut up sometime. 
A l i she coes is ta 1 k. 
You get ::ired of lis:enir:q to n=r? 
She jus: makes me sick. S~e always b~ saying now good so and so 
is. She nas all her pets. 
You don't think she like you1 
She never says an:1t!1irg rice ar:out 1ne. Always somebody else. 
I'm sure she like you. 
She rever pays any attenti0n to me. 
aut you're nst the anl; on~ i1 ~he ~ 1 ass. 
I ;(nuw t:1at. She's al1~ays ta~kir.<? ~.-)nut eJet·ycne ~;1se. 
8elieve le I ~now i'~ not ~he onl; sne. 
Why don'~ you come and ha~e somethi1~ to eat and you'll feel better 
tomorrow . 
. 'lo i won':. ~lot since I h~ve to ;c back to that place. 
~lam.1 l 1rl t e s ,:;;,)1) 1 . 
Was the teacher yelli~g •: ;0u ~oday~ 
:1o she ,jon't never y~~1 ;.':: fTle. 
'•lha:' s the r.1a t:e'" ~he!1: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
P: 
c: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
C: 
p: 
c: 
P: 
c: 
P: 
(' . 
, .. 
? : 
c: 
P: 
P: 
C: 
P: 
("'. 
? : 
C: 
p: 
c: 
P: 
.~. 
,_ . 
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Nothing. 
You sure look like something is bothering you. 
This one boy always be messing with me, talking about me and pok-
ing at me. 
You don 1 t like him messing with you? 
No. And if I hit him back then he go and tell the teacher. 
What does the teacher do? 
She yell at him and me. One time he did that and I had to stay 
in at home time. Would you call his mama? 
What's his name? If I call his mama he won't be messing with you 
no more. 
Would you call her tonight? He said if I tell his mama he'll 
get me. 
After I get through with that boy he won't be touching you. 
Mama I don't want to go to school tomorrow. 
But you have to go to school. 
\~hy mama? 
Cause I say so. They can put me in Cook County jail if you don't 
go to school. 
But I dor.'t want to go. 
Did I ask you if you ~t1anted to go? 
No mama but I don't like school. 
It's too hard. 
You think the work is too hard for you? 
Yes, I never get IH.mdred's on ny sp.:lling test. 
You want to get a hundred on ~~e ~est tomorrow? 
Yes, but I never do. 
i'll help you. We can study :onight. 
H0w many times do I have to sa~' "Cut off the T.V.'' 
Not yet. Just a little lonaer. Come on. 
When you stay up past your 5edtime I worry that you'll be toe 
tired in school tomorrow. 
I won't be too tired. 
You don't think you need that much rest? 
No I don't. 8ther kids stay u~ later. 
You're no: other kids anu I thi1k you need more sleep. 
Besides when I tell you to do something you should do it. 
How about until this program is over. 
Do I have to get the stick? 
No. 
.1\PP::n::JI X F 
Kohlberg 1 s Hierarchy 
Stage 1: 
Punishment and Obedience 
Orientation 
Stage 2: 
Instrumental-Relativist 
Orientation 
Stage 3: 
Interpersonal Concordance 
Orientation 
Staae 4: 
Law and Order Orientation 
So:::.-;e 5: 
Social Contract-Legalist"c 
Orientation 
St::ge 6: 
.-iversal-Ethical ?~incic1~ 
Jl 'entat1;n 
Selr;:a.n·s Hierarchz:. 
Suc1a1-Info~matjonal 
:::e~·spective 
Right is blind obedience to 
rules and ~uthority, avoid-
ance of punishment, and not 
doing physical harm. 
Right is acting to meet oneis 
own interest. Fa~rness con-
stitutes an equal exc~ange, a 
deal, an agreement. 
Right is playing a good or 
nice role, being concerned 
about others and motivated 
to meet other 1 S e~oectatinns. 
~ight is fulfillin~ one's 
duty in iOCiety and ~pholting 
the social order. Laws ~re 
upheld except in extreme c~ses 
where they conflict with ether 
social regulations. 
Right is upholding basi~ ~jghts, 
values, and legal contracts 
of a society, even when they 
conflict with the concre~~ 
laws of the group. 
Right is determine1 by uni~~r­
sal etnical ;J"f"inc'f;l1es whic:: 
all numan1ty 5houU follow 
and which supersede any law. 
Authority's oerspective is 
conf!;sed '.'ii:h or.e's O'Nn. 
Subjec~s io not differ~ntia~e 
~not~er's perspec:ive f~om 
t.r.e; ,~ :>m. 
Sub~~c:s separate their own 
i~~er~s:s 1nd pc1n~s Jf view 
fr0~ ~t~ers, but c~nnot mai~­
sajn ~'NO •ti~~t;pr)ints sbultan-
ecd:: ' 
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